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Chapter 1

Introduction and outline

In this chapter I provide a brief introduction to the dissertation and indicate

how my work fits in the existing economic literature. The main focus will be on

optimal financial decisions for an individual investor or household. The word

"optimal" here indicates that I take a normative approach. As you will notice,

I use the words investor and household interchangeably. What is meant is the

ultimate decision maker, which can be either a single investor, or the head of

a household.

This introduction is intended to be accessible to a broader audience. A more

specialised, academic approach can be found in the introduction of the various

chapters in the thesis. I first provide an introduction to related literature, and

then briefly discuss the work that is presented in the rest of this thesis.

1.1 Introduction to related literature

In this section I briefly discuss some important insights on household financial

decisions that academics have gained over the past decades. I make references

to only a limited, and by no means exhaustive, number of academic papers.

I do this to keep the text readable and accessible. I do not claim to be the

inventor of the various concepts exposed.

1.1.1 Normative versus positive studies

Studies on household finance decisions can be classified into two broad cate-

gories: normative and positive analyses. A normative analysis tries to answer
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the question what a household should do when confronted with a certain finan-

cial decision. To conduct a normative analysis one typically studies a model

with the following two crucial elements. First, one needs to specify household

preferences. A key consideration here is to what extent a household is willing to

take risk when more risk taking is associated with a higher expected return on

investment, and consequently with on average higher consumption. The will-

ingness to take risk is often captured by a single parameter, referred to as the

risk aversion parameter. This parameter is an important input for a normative

analysis. One way to come up with a value for the risk aversion parameter is to

back it out from observed investor choices in financial markets. Another way to

assess investors’ attitude towards risk is to back it out from questionnaires with

questions like: "Would you rather have $100,000 for certain, or $250,000 with

probability 0.5?". The second crucial element of a normative analysis is the

specification of the economic setting, including the financial choices the house-

hold faces. Examples of financial choices are "How much to invest in stocks?",

"Is it better to own or rent the house you live in?", "How much to save for

retirement?". When both household preferences and the economic setting are

specified, a normative analysis boils down to a mathematical problem. To keep

the resulting mathematical problem tractable, only a very limited number of

real-life features can be included in the model, leaving one selves exposed to

model misspecification. The solution to the mathematical problem is used to

either explain observed household financial decisions, or to give guidance to

households that are confronted with the financial decision studied.

A positive analysis aims to document what households actually do when

confronted with a certain financial decision. This is often not as straightfor-

ward as it might seem at first sight. First of all, data availability on household

financial decisions is very limited. Many relevant variables are fairly precisely

measured at the aggregate level, but not at the household level. This makes it

difficult to relate household behavior to household specific characteristics. For

example to relate household stock investment to the household age, income,

housing wealth, mortgage type, family size, etc. A second challenge when con-

ducting a positive analysis is the so-called identification problem. Even with

perfect data, you cannot disentangle age, time and cohort effects. For example,

do 35-year olds now hold more equity than 35-year olds 50 years ago because,

i) economic circumstances have changed the last 50 years (time effect), or ii)
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35-year olds 50 years ago have lived through World War II, affecting their risk

attitude (cohort effect)? Often researchers abstract from cohort effects, which

makes it possible to determine age and time effect, at least with perfect data.

Other researchers, like Ameriks and Zeldes (2004), question this approach.

Sometimes a normative and a positive analysis on a specific financial deci-

sion are consistent with each other. In this case the normative study provides an

explanation why households behave as they do. However, often normative and

positive analyses contradict each other. There might be several, non-exclusive,

reasons for this. First, the positive analysis is flawed, e.g. because of data prob-

lems. Second, the normative model is misspecified and ignores an important

determinant of the financial decision studied. For example, some researchers

conjecture that standard preferences do not fully capture all relevant consider-

ations for investors, and post non-standard, behavioral models of preferences.

Interestingly, there is a third possibility. As stressed in John Y. Campbell’s

(2006) presidential address at the 2006 American Finance Association, house-

holds can make investment mistakes. These households might be educated by

pointing out the discrepancy between the normative and positive analysis for

the particular decision at hand. This does require a fair amount of financial lit-

eracy on the side of the household though. Alternatively, a central government

takes a paternalistic attitude by making the financial decision for the investor.

1.1.2 Seminal work on normative household finance

The approach taken in this thesis is predominantly normative. One of the most

intensively studied financial decisions for a household is how to allocate finan-

cial wealth to different financial assets. The set of available financial assets

to choose from is dazzlingly large. It includes stocks, corporate bonds, gov-

ernment bonds, commodities, and various more complex financial assets like

options and futures. Alternatively, an investor may choose to put his money

in a bank account and earn a pre-specified rate of return. Nobel Prize winner

Markowitz was one of the first to give some sound economic guidance how to

invest financial wealth in a sensible way. Markowitz’s (1952) work is known as

the Modern Portfolio Theory. The main idea is that by holding a wide variety

of assets, the variability of the return on the total portfolio is reduced. Put

boldly, when a stock of one company does badly, another might do well, leading
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to so-called diversification of risk. The principle of diversification is very pow-

erful and should be at the basis of any financial advice. Markowitz employed

a very simple, one-period, model to illustrate the principle of diversification.

The investor is assumed to care about next-period wealth only.

Samuelson (1969) and Merton (1969), two other Nobel Prize winners, show

that even in a multi-period setting an investor may optimally act myopically.

That is, the optimal asset allocation for the multi-period setting coincides

with that of the one-period setting. Conditions for this to hold include (i)

independent identically distributed returns on the assets, (ii) no non-tradable

assets, like human capital (the present value of future labor income), (iii)

no illiquid assets, like an owner-occupied house. When one or more of these

conditions fail to hold, the optimal asset allocation for an investor is non-

myopic. There has arisen a vast literature investigating the optimal non-myopic

asset allocation in the past decades. Non-myopic asset allocation is also known

as long-term investment. Models featuring deviations from conditions (i) to (iii)

are often hard to solve, either analytically or numerically. This computational

challenge has contributed to the fact that many important questions relating

to optimal asset allocation are unanswered to date. In the next subsections I

briefly discuss some important insights that have been gained in studies where

at least one of conditions (i) to (iii) fails to hold.

1.1.3 Time-varying investment opportunities

When returns are not independent identically distributed, the investment op-

portunities for an investor are time varying. An investor optimally responds

to time-varying investment opportunities in two ways. He will invest relatively

much in assets that are more likely to do well, i.e. time the market. In addi-

tion, he has an incentive to hedge against changing investment opportunities

by investing in assets that will show a positive return when there is negative

shock to the investment opportunities.

A first example of non-independent identically returns is when the risk

premium on risky assets is time varying. For example, when the expected return

on stocks, say the S&P 500 index, in excess of the risk free rate, say the 3-

months T-bill rate, is time varying. Whether this is actually the case for stocks

is an ongoing debate. The limited number of observation years makes it hard to
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discriminate between the hypothesis of constant versus the hypothesis of time-

varying expected excess stock returns. Highly persistent predictor variables

make it particularly difficult to reject the Null hypothesis of no prediction,

as forcefully argued in a recent working paper by Boudoukh, Richardson, and

Whitelaw (2005). There is a wide-spread popular belief that stocks are less

risky in the long run. Defining less risky as the variance of stock returns growing

less than linearly in time, this belief can only be rationalized by assuming the

much debated time-variation in expected excess stock returns.

A second example is the time variation in the real interest rate, which

is hardly debatable. For a sufficiently risk-averse investor the time variation

in the real interest rate creates a hedge demand for bonds, as e.g. shown by

Brennan and Xia (2002), and Campbell and Viceira (2001). When the real

interest rate drops unexpectedly, an investor can invest his wealth only at a

lower rate of return. By holding bonds, which will show a positive return as

a result of this real interest rate drop, the investor is compensated for the

deteriorated investment opportunities.

1.1.4 Including stochastic labor income

When an investor receives labor income (or pension benefits) in the future,

this affects his optimal financial decisions today. The present value of this flow

of labor income is often referred to as human capital. It is difficult to borrow

against human capital, which is particularly constraining for young investors.

This prevents young investors, who typically expect to be earning more in

the future than today, to consume part of their human capital already today,

which would be desirable for consumption smoothing reasons. In addition,

young investors often face binding short-sale constraints.

Young investors optimally take into account their human capital when de-

ciding how much to invest in the stock market. As a result, the larger is the

human capital to financial wealth ratio, the larger is the stock allocation as a

fraction of financial wealth. I refer to this as a leverage effect in the share of

financial wealth allocated to stocks. The leverage typically declines over the

life cycle of an investor, implying a declining share of financial wealth allocated

to stocks. This is consistent with popular investment advice, but for totally

different reasons. Popular investment advice is mostly motivated by the much
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debated time variation in expected excess stock returns, as discussed before.

When the future labor income stream is very risky, the investor is more conser-

vative in the risk taking in his financial wealth. As a result the leverage effect

is partially, but typically not totally, offset.

When changes in the labor income of an investor are correlated with fi-

nancial asset returns, an investor will optimally exploit this correlation to

(partially) hedge the labor income risk. The recent bankruptcy of ENRON

provides a textbook example what can happen when this hedging possibility is

ignored and in fact additional risk is taken in the (pension) wealth investment.

Employees not only lost their jobs, but also most of their accumulated pension

wealth, which was predominantly invested in the company itself.

1.1.5 Including housing

Much of the normative literature on household finance decisions assumes there

is only a single consumption good. This consumption good is understood to

comprise a broad basket of products households typically consume, but the

choice for the different products within this basket is abstracted from. This is,

arguably, a reasonable approach when the market for the different products is

frictionless. However, the market for housing services is far from frictionless,

since a change in the amount of housing services consumed involves moving

to another house, which involves substantial transaction cost. This provides a

first motivation to treat housing services different from other goods consump-

tion. A second reason to explicitly model housing is that households typically

can choose to own or rent the house from which they acquire the housing

services. When owning, the house is not only a consumption good, but also

a risky investment. An owner-occupied house might serve as collateral for a

mortgage loan, providing yet another dimension to a model with explicitly-

modeled housing.

One of the most important decisions for a household is the housing tenure

choice, i.e. whether to own or rent its house. There are two important economic

reasons why owning is preferable for most. The first is a moral hazard issue

with rental houses. Renters will be less careful with the property they live in

than owners. A landlord will anticipate this and the rental price will implicitly

contain a moral hazard cost mark-up. The second is that in most countries
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the government favors owners by giving them a favorable tax treatment. Tax

deductibility of interest-rate payments on the mortgage is one example of this.

Market frictions make renting preferred to owning in some cases though.

First, the transaction cost when moving from rental to rental house is typ-

ically lower than when moving from one owner-occupied to another. This is

particularly relevant for households that expect to move frequently. Second, in

many countries, buying a house involves a substantial down payment. It is also

possible that current labor income is relatively low, and that getting financ-

ing on a reasonably good house is simply impossible. In either case, liquidity

constraints might make it optimal to rent instead of to own the house you live

in.

The housing choice has a first-order impact on the optimal financial port-

folio choice. Young homeowners typically have little financial wealth. Even a

small one-time cost to start participating in the stock market deters investors to

make this first move, as pointed out by Cocco (2005). Yao and Zhang (2005)

examine the relation between the optimal stock investment and the tenure

choice. When indifferent between owning and renting, owners hold less stocks

than renters, which is due to a crowding out effect in the presence of a risky

housing investment.

1.2 Introduction to the thesis

For many investors the house is the largest asset and the mortgage on the

house the largest liability. Some recent academic papers, like the ones men-

tioned above, have enhanced our understanding of the role a house plays in the

optimal financial decisions of a household. Surprisingly, the mortgage choice is

ignored in these papers. As Campbell (2006) formulates it "... there has been

surprisingly limited work on mortgage decisions from the household point of

view.". In chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis I investigate optimal housing and

financial portfolio choice while explicitly taking into account the mortgage

choice. To the best of my knowledge, I’m the first to do so. I show that the

optimal decision on mortgage type and other financial decisions are interest-

ingly intertwined. A decision on mortgage type is first and foremost a decision

on an interest rate product. The market value of an Adjustable-rate mortgage
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(ARM) will respond differently to interest rate changes than the market value

of a Fixed-rate mortgage (FRM). For this reason a sophisticated model for the

nominal interest rate is crucial. Importantly, in my model I take into account

the fact that the real interest rate is subject to persistent stochastic shocks, and

therefore time varying. The bond and mortgage position together determine

the overall interest rate exposure. This interest exposure in turn determines

to what extent the investor is hedged against changes in the real interest rate.

Moreover, interest changes and house price changes are correlated, making the

hedging of house price risk an additional consideration for the desired overall

interest rate exposure.

Chapter 2 is based on Van Hemert, De Jong and Driessen (2005). We

study a model that is just stylized enough to be solved analytically. That is,

we provide an implicit closed-form solution for a particular case and then use

this solution to help interpret the numerical results of a slightly more general

model. We focus on an investor who owns the house he lives in and optimally

chooses his financial portfolio, including mortgage type. We assume he stays in

the same house for the rest of his life and abstract from labor income. We relate

the optimal stock, bond, and mortgage choice to the investor’s risk aversion,

horizon, and house size.

Chapter 2 extends Brennan and Xia (2002) and Campbell and Viceira

(2001) to a setting with an owner-occupied house and a mortgage loan. It is

complementary to Cocco (2005) and Yao and Zhang (2005) who investigate

portfolio choice in the presence of housing in a life-cycle setting, while ab-

stracting from mortgage choice. It also relates to Campbell and Cocco (2003)

who study mortgage choice, but abstract from portfolio choice.

In chapter 3 I examine a more general setting, which can only be evaluated

with numerical techniques. I model stochastic labor income and allow the in-

vestor to choose between renting and owning his house. I find a pronounced

life-cycle pattern in the optimal housing, stock, bond, and mortgage choice.

Young investors have large human capital, providing them a strong incentive to

exploit risk premia. They invest their financial wealth predominantly in stocks

and choose an ARM when owning. Middle-aged investors have accumulated

much financial and housing wealth, giving rise to an incentive to hedge chang-

ing real interest rates. In this phase of life bonds make up for a substantial part

of the optimal financial portfolio. For more risk-averse investors the optimal
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mortgage type is no longer a pure ARM, but rather a hybrid mortgage, being

a combination of an ARM and an FRM. Before, and in anticipation of, the sale

of the owner-occupied house, old investors hedge house price risk by adjusting

their bond portfolio.

Chapter 3 basically merges two recent strands in the portfolio choice lit-

erature. Papers in the first strand investigate life-cycle portfolio choice while

taking into account the role of housing. Cocco (2005) investigates the joint de-

cision on owner-occupied housing and portfolio choice. Yao and Zhang (2005)

also include a choice on housing tenure. Both papers restrict the asset menu to

stocks and cash, and do not consider a mortgage choice. I extend these papers

by adding bonds with different maturities to the asset menu, studying mort-

gage choice, and modelling the interaction of the housing return with financial

asset returns in a more sophisticated manner. The second strand illustrates the

importance of bonds for a long-term investor. Examples are Brennan and Xia

(2002) and Campbell and Viceira (2001). Both papers use a two-factor model

similar to mine for the nominal interest rate. A long-term investor holds bonds

not only to exploit the risk premium, but also to hedge changes in the invest-

ment opportunity set. I extend these papers to a life-cycle setting with risky

housing and labor income. In addition, I take into account the housing tenure,

house size and mortgage choice. Chapter 3 also relates to Campbell and Cocco

(2003) who study mortgage choice in a life-cycle setting, while abstracting from

portfolio choice.

The focus of chapter 4 differs somewhat from the other chapters. Here,

I discuss the role a central government can play in improving the welfare of

households. Financial contracts typically involve payments conditional on some

uncertain future event. For example, the payoff of a call option on a stock is

determined by the stock price at a pre-specified future date. In order to set up

a legal contract in financial markets, both parties have to be adult prior to the

occurrence of the event. This makes it impossible for a current adult to have a

financial contract with a child, or more drastically with an unborn. This holds

despite the fact that a priori such a contract could be beneficial for both parties

from an economic point of view. A central government does have the power to

implement transfers between generations, and thereby it can effectively enforce

contracts between currently adult generations and future generations. Taking

on large government debt that future generations will have to pay off is an
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example of this.

In chapter 4 I discuss how intergenerational transfers, implemented by a

central government, can facilitate intergenerational risk sharing in addition to

free market possibilities. In particular, I explicitly show how a pay-as-you-go

Social Security system, where inlays depend on the affordability of workers and

payments depend on the desirability of retirees, can enhance intergenerational

risk sharing. In fact, the introduction of the current pay-as-you-go U.S. Social

Security system was partially motivated by the Great Depression, which left

many retirees with zero pension wealth.

I find that optimal intergenerational risk sharing works in a way that is

similar to portfolio insurance using put options. That is, the working generation

provides downside risk insurance to the old on their pension savings. I further

find that intergenerational transfers play an important role in substituting for

a long-term inflation-indexed bond when this asset is not availably at a large

scale in the economy.

Chapter 4 is related to De Menil and Sheshinski (2004), Bohn (2003), and

Krueger and Kubler (2005). It extends these papers along various dimensions.

First, while these papers restrict the transfer to be a constant fraction of labor

income, I allow transfers to depend on all available information. That is, the

transfer is conditional on the entire history of the realised labor income and

capital return. Second, I use a more realistic stochastic setting with skewness in

the labor income and capital return and autocorrelation in the labor income.

Third, I shed light on the implication of adding a risk free asset to the in-

vestment opportunity set. Fourth, I examine to what extent intergenerational

transfers can be incentive compatible for the paying generation.



Chapter 2

Dynamic portfolio and
mortgage choice for homeowners

This chapter is based on Van Hemert, De Jong and Driessen (2005).

Abstract

We investigate the impact of owner-occupied housing on financial portfolio and

mortgage choice under stochastic inflation and real interest rates. To this end

we develop a dynamic framework in which investors can invest in stocks and

bonds with different maturities. We use a continuous-time model with CRRA

preferences and calibrate the model parameters using data on inflation rates

and equity, bond, and house prices. For the case of no short-sale constraints, we

derive an implicit solution and identify the main channels through which the

housing to total wealth ratio and the horizon affect financial portfolio choice.

This solution is used to interpret numerical results that we provide when the

investor has short-sale constraints. We also use our framework to investigate

optimal mortgage size and type. A moderately risk-averse investor prefers an

adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM), while a more risk-averse investor prefers a

fixed-rate mortgage (FRM). A combination of an ARM and an FRM further

improves welfare. Choosing a suboptimal mortgage leads to utility losses up

to 6%.
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2.1 Introduction

For homeowners a house is not only a place to live in, but also a risky financial

investment. Often the owner-occupied house is a large, if not the largest, asset

for a household. It can therefore have a major impact on financial portfolio

choice. Moreover, homeowners face the decision how to finance the house.

The financial portfolio and mortgage choice are both important elements of

overall financial planning and are therefore closely related. Even though many

investors own the house they live in, most literature on financial portfolio

choice ignores housing and mortgages altogether.

The study presented in this chapter is the first (to the best of our knowl-

edge) to provide an integrated analysis of a homeowner’s optimal financial

portfolio and mortgage choice. We take a long-term investment perspective,

where the investor derives utility from the services supplied by the house and

from the consumption of other goods which is equal to total terminal wealth.

We interpret current investor’s wealth as including human capital, i.e. we as-

sume that future labor income is capitalized and invested in the house and the

available menu of financial assets. The housing investment is taken as fixed

and given, while positions in financial assets are rebalanced dynamically.

Our setup incorporates that housing differs from financial assets in at least

four crucial respects. First, the total amount of housing is often dictated by

consumption motives rather than investment motives. Second, the housing in-

vestment is far less liquid than financial investments because of high monetary

and effort costs involved with moving. Third, the house can serve as collateral

for a mortgage loan up to the market value of the house. Fourth, the expected

housing return will be lower than on a hypothetical pure financial asset with

comparable risk characteristics, because the market will recognize that a house

also provides housing services.

Another important part of our setup is a realistic model for the term struc-

ture of interest rates, with expected inflation and real interest rate as fac-

tors. Our model thus extends the Brennan and Xia (2002) model by including

housing. The model gives a rationale for holding nominal bonds with different

maturities. Importantly, it also allows us to investigate the implications of dif-

ferent types of mortgage loans. In addition to the two term structure factors,

we model unexpected inflation, house risk and stock market risk, leading to
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a total of five sources of uncertainty. This structure enables us to realistically

examine the interaction of financial asset prices and the house price. We also

investigate mortgage choice. We link the optimal mortgage size and type to

the coefficient of relative risk aversion, house size and horizon, and study the

interplay of financial portfolio choice and mortgage choice.

Our study relates to several strands in the portfolio choice literature. First,

Brennan and Xia (2002) and Campbell and Viceira (2001) illustrate the impor-

tance of bonds for a long-term investor. Both use a two-factor model similar

to ours for the nominal interest rate. A long-term investor holds bonds not

only to exploit the risk premium, but also to hedge changes in the investment

opportunity set. Our analysis extends this work by taking into account the im-

pact of an owner-occupied house on portfolio choice and by optimally choosing

the mortgage size and type.

Another strand of literature focuses on the housing and financial portfo-

lio choice in a static one-period mean-variance setting (Brueckner (1997) and

Flavin and Yamashita (2002)). These articles focus on the so-called ’housing

constraint’: the investment in housing must be at least as large as the consump-

tion of housing. The classical mutual fund separation theorem is no longer valid

in the presence of the housing constraint. In contrast to the static one-period

mean-variance setting, we use CRRA preferences, allow for dynamic strate-

gies, and focus on long horizons. More importantly, these papers ignore the

long term real interest rate and inflation risks, and therefore have little role

for bond investments. In addition, the one period framework gives no advice

for mortgage choice.

A number of papers have extended the literature on portfolio choice over the

life cycle by examining the optimal house size decision. Examples are Cocco

(2005), Hu (2005), and Yao and Zhang (2005). The latter two papers also

model the house tenure decision. Our study can be seen as complementing this

literature. We have a much richer asset menu, we study the choice for mortgage

type, and implement more sophisticated modelling of the interaction of the

return on the house with financial asset returns. We do not, however, model

life cycle features like the labor income profile or labor income risk.

Finally, this study relates to Campbell and Cocco (2003) who examine

the choice between a Fixed-Rate Mortgage (FRM) and an Adjustable-Rate

Mortgage (ARM). They consider a model which has persistent shocks to the
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expected inflation rate only. In this case an FRM has a variable real value

and therefore has wealth risk. An ARM has a fixed real value, but has income

risk that is important in their life-cycle setup with an explicit borrowing con-

straint. A positive shock to interest rates may cause a temporary reduction in

consumption, which can be very costly in utility terms. Our mortgage analysis

differs from Campbell and Cocco (2003) in two important ways. First, in our

model setup, there is no income risk but wealth risk is more complex since

we incorporate persistent shocks to both real interest rates and inflation. This

makes the choice between an ARM and FRM nontrivial. Second, we model a

much richer asset menu with stocks and bonds of various maturity, and provide

an integrated analysis of portfolio and mortgage choice, where the mortgage

is modeled as a short position in one or several bonds. Our analysis therefore

sheds light on a different, but important, determinant of mortgage choice.

The main results of this chapter can be summarized as follows. In the

absence of short-sale constraints, we are able to derive an implicit analytical

expression for the investor’s optimal financial portfolio. This portfolio is com-

posed of (i) the nominal mean-variance tangency portfolio; (ii) a portfolio that

most closely resembles an inflation-indexed bond; and (iii) a portfolio that best

offsets the risk of the illiquid house. The first two portfolios were also derived

by Brennan and Xia (2002). The size of the position in the three portfolios de-

pends on the coefficient of relative risk aversion, the financial wealth ratio and

the effective housing to total wealth ratio. Because the provided housing ser-

vices make a house not a pure financial asset, and because the position in the

house is fixed, it is not the current market value of the house that appears in

the expressions for optimal portfolio choice, but a value we refer to as effective

housing wealth. The third component can be seen as a position offsetting the

effective housing exposure. Our analysis shows that house ownership affects

the optimal financial portfolio in several ways. First, it gives rise to a portfolio

hedging the house risk. Second, it determines a factor to leverage the financial

portfolio weights in order to maintain an appropriate absolute financial risk

exposure. Third, it determines the effective to total wealth ratio. We show

that horizon effects in the portfolio choice arise due to a horizon dependent

hedge against real interest changes and due to the effective to total wealth ratio

which decreases with the investment horizon. In the more realistic case that

the investor can only hold nonnegative positions, we use numerical techniques
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to calculate the optimal portfolio. The interpretation of the numerical results

is greatly enhanced by the lessons learned from the no-constraints case.

We estimate the model parameters using data on equity, bond, and house

prices, and study the optimal financial portfolios for different investor horizons

and house sizes. As the house size increases, two effects determine the change

in financial portfolio weights. First, in order to maintain an approximately

constant absolute stock market exposure, the financial portfolio weights are

levered up. Second, since the risk-averse investor is exposed to undiversified

risk of the fixed house position, he will decrease his exposure to stock and bond

market risk. In case of short-sale constraints, an additional effect is that stock

and bond positions compete in terms of their hedging and return benefits. As

a result, the weighted average duration of the two bonds and cash position

increases with the housing to total wealth ratio, which is consistent with a

desire for a leveraged exposure to real interest rate and expected inflation rate

shocks. The horizon effects can be understood from the fact that the effective

to total wealth ratio decreases substantially with horizon. For moderately risk-

averse investors this results in a decrease of the fraction invested in stocks and

for more risk-averse investors in a decrease of the fraction invested in long-

term bonds with horizon. We show that neglecting house ownership in portfolio

choice can lead to utility losses up to 2%, which illustrates the importance of

incorporating house ownership in calculating optimal financial portfolios.

Finally, we allow for mortgage loans, and investigate the choice between

fixed-rate and adjustable-rate mortgages. We find that a moderately risk-averse

investor prefers an ARM, in order to avoid paying the risk premium on long-

term bonds. A more risk-averse investor is more concerned about hedging

inflation and interest rate risk, and rather chooses an FRM. An even better

mortgage for this investor is a hybrid mortgage, which is a combination of an

FRM and an ARM. Choosing a suboptimal mortgage leads to utility losses up

to 6% for long horizons. This illustrates that the mortgage choice should play

a central role in a household’s financial planning.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 2 presents the investor’s

portfolio allocation problem, describes the price processes of the available as-

sets, and discusses the optimal portfolio choice. In section 3 we discuss the

estimation of the model parameters. Section 4 contains our main results for

unconstrained investors as well as for investors with short-sale constraints.
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We also investigate how sensitive our results are to alternative parameters for

the house price process. In section 5 we introduce mortgage loans. Section 6

concludes.

2.2 Optimal asset allocation

In this section we present the investor’s portfolio allocation problem. We de-

scribe the economy and the price processes of the available assets, and discuss

the optimal portfolio choice. For the case with no constraints on the size of

positions in financial assets, we are able to provide an analytical expression for

the optimal investment in stocks, bonds with different maturities and cash. In

the special case that housing risk is perfectly hedgeable we can solve for the

optimal investment in closed form. Finally, we discuss the numerical techniques

to analyze the model with short sale constraints.

2.2.1 The investor’s optimization problem

We consider optimal financial portfolio choice for an investor from time 0 un-

til time T , his horizon. We assume that besides financial assets, the investor

owns the house he lives in,1 which has given size H. The house size is inter-

preted as a one-dimensional representation of the quality of the house. The

investor sells his house at time T , which could be interpreted as the moment

of retirement. The possibility to sell his house or buy a second house before

time T is ignored. The nominal price of a unit of housing at time t is denoted

Qt. We normalize Q0 to 1. Nominal housing wealth is denoted WH
t ≡ QtH.

We define WF
t as nominal financial wealth. WF

0 includes human capital, but

excludes housing wealth. Labor income risk and moral hazard issues involved

in capitalizing labor income are ignored. We make the simplifying assumption

that maintenance costs are capitalized and paid in advance, which means they

do not play an explicit role in our analysis. Taking into account that labor

income is capitalized, we like to think of the housing to total wealth ratio, h,

1Owning might be preferred to renting a house because of favorable tax treatment or
frictions in the rental market. For example, Henderson and Ioannides (1983) focus on a
friction in the rental market which they refer to as ’renter externality’. This externality is
due to moral hazard issues, like property abuse by renters.
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as being in the order of magnitude of 0.2, and in our tables it typically ranges

from 0 to 0.5.2

Total nominal wealth is denotedWt ≡WF
t +WH

t ≡WF
t +QtH. At time T ,

the investor uses his total wealth for consumption of other goods. The real price

of these consumption goods is chosen to be the numeraire. The nominal price

level at time t is denoted as Πt and we normalize Π0 = 1. We use uppercase

letters for nominal variables and the corresponding lowercase letter for their

real counterpart, so total real wealth is wt = wF
t +w

H
t . Following Cocco (2005),

Hu (2005) and Yao and Zhang (2005) we represent preferences over housing

consumption to other goods by the Cobb-Douglas function

u (wT , H) =

³
w1−ψT Hψ

´1−γ̃
1− γ̃

=
w1−γT

1− γ
νH (2.1)

with νH ≡ (1− ψ)Hψ(1−γ̃), γ ≡ 1−(1− ψ) (1− γ̃). We have γ = −wtuww/uw,

which is the coefficient of relative risk aversion given a fixed position in housing.

At t ∈ [0, T ] the investor solves the portfolio allocation problem

max
x(τ)∈A,
t≤τ≤T

Et

£
u
¡
wF
T (x) + wH

T , H
¢¤

(2.2)

subject to the constraint that wF
T is financed by the strategy for financial

portfolio weights x (τ), with wealth at time t equal to wF
t , and where A is the

set of admissible financial portfolio weights. Throughout the paper, we assume

that this set is independent of total wealth wt and the real interest rate. We

consider three specific cases for the set A: no constraints, short sale constraints

on all assets, and the case with a mortgage up to the initial value of the house.

Four remarks regarding the investors objective are in place here. First, the

model can easily be embedded into a model where just before time t = 0 the

investor also optimizes over house size. In this case the preference parameter

ψ is crucial for determining the optimal house size. Because our focus is on

financial portfolio choice, we choose to condition on a given house size (or

equivalently, housing wealth at t = 0) directly. Second, defining utility over
2Heaton and Lucas (2000, Table V) report housing to total wealth ratios in the range

0.1 to 0.3 while including capitalised labor income, social security and pension benefits in
the total wealth measure. In contrast, Flavin and Yamashita (2002) ignore human capital
as part of total wealth. Their housing to total wealth ratio ranges from 0.65 to 3.51.
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interim consumption instead of over terminal wealth is not likely to change

the results qualitatively, but basically reduces the effective horizon.3 Third,

we can ignore the multiplicative factor νH of the utility function when solving

for optimal portfolio choice x. So given the house size, utility is of the power

utility form over terminal wealth. This also means that we only have to know γ

and not ψ and γ̃ separately. Fourth, throughout we will assume that WF
0 ≥ 0,

implying that it is always possible to have WF
t ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], which

ensures that the investor’s problem is well defined.

2.2.2 Asset price dynamics

We consider an economy with five sources of uncertainty represented by inno-

vations in five Brownian motions. This is similar to Brennan and Xia (2002,

henceforth BX), except that we have an extra source of uncertainty to capture

idiosyncratic risk in house price changes. As stated earlier, we focus on the fi-

nancial portfolio choice of a single investor who takes price processes as given.

Furthermore, we assume that the risk premia on the sources of uncertainty are

constant.

The nominal stock price follows a geometric Brownian motion

dS

S
= (Rf + σSλS) dt+ σSdzS, (2.3)

whereRf is the nominal interest rate and λS is the nominal risk premium. Both

the instantaneous real riskless rate r and the instantaneous expected rate of

inflation π follow Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes

dr = κ (r̄ − r) dt+ σrdzr, (2.4)

dπ = α (π̄ − π) dt+ σπdzπ. (2.5)

3This is a well-known result in the absence of an owner occupied house (see e.g. Brennan
and Xia (2002) for a further discussion). We argue that this result also holds in our set-up,
which enhances the comparison between this paper and e.g. Cocco (2004), Hu (2003) and
Yao and Zhang (2003) who use interim consumption. This relies on the observation that also
for interim consumption the factor νH can be separated in the utility function and on the
assertion that the difference in house size between the interim consumption and the terminal
wealth formulation will be small. To expand on the latter, in a world without uncertainty it
is easy to show that the Cobb-Douglas preference structure implies that the optimal house
size is the same in the interim consumption and terminal wealth cases.
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The total expected return on owner-occupied housing is the expected house

price appreciation plus a convenience yield representing the benefits from the

housing services. We refer to this convenience yield as imputed rent and denote

it by rimp. We assume that the imputed rent is a constant fraction of the

house value.4 The nominal price process for the house price follows a geometric

Brownian motion

dQ

Q
+ rimpdt = (Rf + σQλQ) dt+ σQdzQ. (2.6)

where σQλQ is the premium for the financial risk of exposure to the σQdzQ
shocks. We can rewrite and orthogonalize this equation as

dQ

Q
=
¡
Rf + θ0λ− rimp

¢
dt+ θ0dz, (2.7)

where z = (zS, zr, zπ, zv) and zv is orthogonal to zS, zr and zπ. In addition,

θ = (θS, θr, θπ, θv)
0 are the loadings on the various Brownian motions and

λ = (λS, λr, λπ, λv)
0 is the vector of nominal risk premia on the sources of

uncertainty. The price level follows

dΠ

Π
= πdt+ σΠdzΠ = πdt+ ξ0dz + ξudzu, (2.8)

where ξ = (ξS, ξr, ξπ, ξv)
0 and dzu is orthogonal to dz. Defining the covariance

matrix of dz by

ρ =

Ã
ρS,r,π 0

0 1

!
,

we have σ2Q = θ0ρθ and σ2Π = ξ0ρξ + ξ2u.

We will sometimes use the real risk premia given by λ∗ = λ − ρξ and

λ∗u = λu − ξu. For notational convenience we introduce the notation φ =

(φS, φr, φπ, φv)
0 ≡ −ρ−1λ∗ and φu = −λ∗u. For an interpretation of these para-

4Flavin and Yamashita (2002) also specify the imputed rent as a constant fraction of the
house value, but it has a slightly different interpretation. In their mean-variance set-up it
reflects the monetary value of the utility an individual derives from the housing services.
In contrast, in our case it represents the return differential between the house and a (hy-
pothetical) pure financial asset with comparable risk characteristics, as determined by the
market.
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meters, recall from BX that the real pricing kernel, M , evolves as

dM

M
= −rdt+ φ0dz + φudzu. (2.9)

We assume that the available assets are nominal bonds with different ma-

turities (including an instantaneous bond which will be referred to as cash),

stocks and the nontradable house. Also notice that we assume that there are

no assets available whose nominal return have nonzero loading on dzu, and

therefore that there are no inflation-indexed assets available. We also assume

that there are no tradable financial assets available whose nominal return have

nonzero loading on dzv, i.e. no house price dependent contracts. This means

that we do not need information on λv and rimp separately because they are

only relevant for the expected house price appreciation. That is, information

on θvλv− rimp is sufficient. Only in Theorem III where we consider the special

θv = 0 case, we can illustrate the implications of the imputed rent in isolation.

BX show that the nominal price at time t of a discount bond maturing at

time T , denoted as PtT , satisfies

dP

P
= (Rf −Bσrλr − Cσπλπ) dt−Bσrdzr − Cσπdzπ, (2.10)

where BtT = κ−1
¡
1− e−κ(T−t)

¢
, CtT = α−1

¡
1− e−α(T−t)

¢
, and Rf = r + π −

ξ0λ − ξuλu is the return on the instantaneous nominal risk free asset (cash).

Using Ito’s lemma one can show that the real return on a nominal bond is

given by

dp

p
= (r −Bσrλ

∗
r − Cσπλ

∗
π − ξ0λ∗ − ξuλ

∗
u) dt (2.11)

−Bσrdzr − Cσπdzπ − ξ0dz − ξudzu.

A first point to notice is that the real return on a nominal bond of a given

maturity has a fixed real risk premium. In particular it does not depend on

the expected inflation rate, π. It is straightforward to show that the same

holds for the real risk premia on stocks and the house. Since utility is defined

over real wealth this implies that the investor’s indirect utility function will

depend on the real riskless interest rate, r, but not on the current expected

rate of inflation, π. A second point to notice is that the return processes of
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bonds with different maturities differ only in their loadings on dzr and dzπ.

When there are no constraints on position size, any desired combination of

loadings on dzr and dzπ can be accomplished by positions in any two bonds with

different maturities. In the unconstrained case we therefore first characterize

optimal portfolio choice by optimal allocation to factor assets, whose nominal

return has a nonzero loading on exactly one factor (source of uncertainty).

Only thereafter we choose two particular bond maturities and describe the

optimal portfolio choice in terms of the weights on these bonds.

2.2.3 Optimal portfolio choice

Since utility is defined over real wealth and all available assets have constant

real risk premia over the real riskless asset, we can choose w, h, r, and t

as state variables, where h ≡ wH/
¡
wF + wH

¢
is the housing to total wealth

ratio. Here we use that
¡
wF , wH

¢
maps one-to-one to (w, h), where as before

w ≡ wF + wH is total real wealth. Notice also that there are no financial

assets available whose nominal return has nonzero loading on dzu. Given these

restrictions on the menu of assets, the evolution of real wealth is given by

dw/w = [r + μew (x, h)− ξuλ
∗
u] dt+ σ0w (x, h) dz − ξudzu, (2.12)

μew (x, h) ≡ (1− h)μeF (x) + hμeq, (2.13)

σ0w (x, h) ≡ (1− h)σ0F (x) + hσ0q, (2.14)

where x are fractions of financial wealth invested in available assets. The μe

variables denote expected excess returns, for example μeq = (θ − ξ)0 λ∗ − rimp,

and σq = θ− ξ. μeF and σF are simple linear functions of x. We can now prove

a theorem that will turn out to be very useful.
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Theorem I
If the set of admissible portfolio weights, A, is independent of wt and rt, then

the indirect utility function can be written as

J (w, h, r, t) ≡ w1−γt

1− γ
∗ νH ∗ exp {(1− γ) (rt − r̄)BtT} (2.15)

∗ exp
n
(1− γ)

³
−ξuλ∗u −

γ

2
ξ2u

´
(T − t)

o
∗ I (ht, t) ,

where I satisfies

I (h, t) = min
x∈A

Et

"µ
exp

½Z T

t

µ
r̃s + μew −

1

2
σ0wρσw

¶
ds+

Z T

t

σ0wdz

¾¶1−γ#
s.t.

dh = h
£¡
μeq − μew

¢
dt+

¡
σ0q − σ0w

¢
dz
¤
− hσ0wρ (σq − σw) dt

dr̃ = κ (r̄ − r̃) dt+ σrdzr

r̃t = r̄

with I (h, T ) = 1 for all h and where BtT was defined before.

Proof : see appendix A.

The fact that indirect utility is separable in wealth is a well-known consequence

of power utility. It is more surprising that it is also separable in the real interest

rate. The assumption that the variance of increments in r is independent of the

level of r is key for this to hold. Notice that we have not yet specified whether

short positions in available assets are possible or not. We only assumed that

restrictions do not depend on wt and rt.

Theorem I has two important implications for financial portfolio choice.

First, financial portfolio choice is independent of the current value of real

wealth, wt, and the current value of the real interest rate, rt. Second, it implies

that the degree of market incompleteness caused by the lack of financial assets

with nominal returns with nonzero loading on dzu, as measured by ξu, has no

impact on the financial asset allocation. The reason is that dzu is orthogonal to

dz and that the financial asset allocation does not influence the future degree

of market incompleteness due to the lack of inflation-indexed assets.

We now derive the expressions for the asset allocations. We assume that

there are no assets with non-zero loading on dzv and dzu, i.e. no inflation-
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indexed assets and no house price dependent contracts. With the available

assets we can get any combination of loadings on dzS, dzr and dzπ. More pre-

cisely, we assume that there are four financial assets available whose instan-

taneous variance-covariance matrix has rank three. Stocks, two bonds with

different maturities and cash would be obvious choices to achieve this. If we

assume that the investor can unconstrained allocate fractions xS, xr and xπ of

his financial wealth to three factor assets whose nominal returns have stochas-

tic components σSdzS, σrdzr and σπdzπ respectively, and allocate a fraction

1 − xS − xr − xπ to cash, then we can derive an implicit expression for the

optimal asset allocation.5

Theorem II

Let the set of admissible portfolio weights, A, be such that effectively the

investor can allocate unconstrained fractions xS, xr and xπ of his financial

wealth to three factor assets whose nominal returns have stochastic components

σSdzS, σrdzr and σπdzπ respectively, and allocate a fraction 1− xS − xr − xπ

to cash. The optimal fractions are given by

xS = − JwF

wFJwFwF
γ

∙
1

γ

ξS − φS
σS

+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
ξS
σS

¸
(2.17a)

−JwFwH
JwFwF

h

1− h

θS
σS
,

xr = − JwF

wFJwFwF
γ

∙
1

γ

ξr − φr
σr

+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶µ
ξr
σr
−BtT

¶¸
(2.17b)

−JwFwH
JwFwF

h

1− h

θr
σr
,

xπ = − JwF

wFJwFwF
γ

∙
1

γ

ξπ − φπ
σπ

+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
ξπ
σπ

¸
(2.17c)

−JwFwH
JwFwF

h

1− h

θπ
σπ
.

Partial derivatives are determined using w = wF + wH , h = wH/
¡
wF + wH

¢
and applying the chain rule.

Proof : see appendix B.

5The authors thank Yihong Xia for pointing out to us that solving for an implicit ex-
pression is informative and that it boils down to solving a system of three linear equations
in three unknowns.
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The intuition for these portfolio weights is fairly simple. The asset positions

consist of two components. The expression in square brackets is exactly the

same as the long-term investment portfolio derived by Brennan and Xia (2002).

The first term of this BX portfolio can be seen as a position in the nominal

mean-variance tangency portfolio. The second term is the projection of an

inflation-indexed bond with maturity T on dz, which is the best possible hedge

against unexpected inflation plus a hedge against real interest changes, cap-

tured by BtT . This BX portfolio is pre-multiplied by the ratio of the coefficient

of relative risk aversion associated with total wealth changes γ, which equals

−wJww/Jw, to the coefficient of relative risk aversion associated with financial
wealth changes −wFJwFwF /JwF . The correction factor takes into account that

increases in total and financial wealth have different consequences for h and

therefore different utility implications.6 For our parameter values this correc-

tion factor will generally be smaller than one. It captures the well-known effect

that in the presence of an illiquid asset an investor effectively behaves more

risk averse in his liquid asset allocation.7

The second component is a hedge term, which arises when the financial

asset return and the housing return are correlated. Taking into account the

relative size of financial and housing wealth, a one-for-one hedge against non-

idiosyncratic house risk would give (h/ (1− h)) θi/σi. However, changes in fi-

nancial and housing wealth have different consequences for h, and therefore dif-

ferent utility implications. This gives rise to the correction factor JwFwH/JwFwF .

The correction factors for the long-term portfolio and the hedge portfolio

are related and can be further worked out. This is shown in Corollary I.

6Here a change in total wealth means a wealth change leaving the housing to total wealth
ratio, h, the same. That is, a $1 increase in w corresponds to a $h increase wH and a $1−h
increase wF . In contrast, a change in financial wealth does affect h.

7See e.g. Grossman and Laroque (1990).
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Corollary I

From equations (2.17a)-(2.17c) in Theorem II we can derive the following ex-

pression

(1− h)xS = (1− h+ ωh)

∙
1

γ

ξS − φS
σS

+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
ξS
σS

¸
(2.18a)

−ωhθS
σS
,

(1− h)xr = (1− h+ ωh)

∙
1

γ

ξr − φr
σr

+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶µ
ξr
σr
−BtT

¶
(̧2.18b)

−ωhθr
σr
,

(1− h)xπ = (1− h+ ωh)

∙
1

γ

ξπ − φπ
σπ

+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
ξπ
σπ

¸
(2.18c)

−ωhθπ
σπ
,

where ω (h, τ) = 1 + γIh+hIhh
γ(1−γ)I−2γhIh−h2Ihh .

Proof : see appendix B.

These equations show that the investor behaves as if the value of the house

is different from the prevailing price in the market. The investor acts as if his

house is worth ωhW . We refer to ωh as the effective housing to total wealth

ratio. This means that an investor acts as if the value of his assets is effectively

only a fraction 1 − h + ωh of total wealth. We will refer to this ratio as the

effective to total wealth ratio. Another point to notice is that financial wealth

is a fraction 1 − h of total wealth, so that the financial portfolio should be

leveraged up by a factor 1/ (1− h) to get the desired exposure for the total

portfolio. For expositional easy the leverage factor is put on the left-hand side

of equations (2.18a)-(2.18c). Observe that there are two distinct horizon effects.

First, BtT captures the horizon dependent hedge against changes in the real

interest rate. Second, as we will show below, the effective housing to total

wealth ratio changes substantially with horizon. Both effects make the asset

allocation change over time. In addition, with a fixed position in the house, the

housing to total wealth ratio h is stochastic and generates time-varying asset

allocations.

For the parameter choice presented in section 3, we find that ω is between
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zero and one, and declining with the investment horizon. In Figure I we plot

ω as a function of horizon for a γ = 3 investor (Panel A) and a γ = 7 investor

(Panel B) for various housing to total wealth ratios. Comparing panel A and

B, notice the intuitive result that the effective housing wealth, and therefore

ω, is lower for the more risk-averse γ = 7 investor (ceteris paribus).

To further illustrate the effective housing to total wealth ratio we provide

an explicit closed-form solution for ω in the special case that the house price

risk is spanned by available assets, i.e. θv = 0.

Theorem III
If (i) the nominal housing return is perfectly hedgeable, i.e. θv = 0 and (ii) the

investment opportunity set, A, is such that effectively the investor can allocate

unconstrained fractions xS, xr and xπ of his financial wealth to three factor

assets whose nominal returns have stochastic components σSdzS, σrdzr and

σπdzπ respectively, and allocate a fraction 1− xS − xr − xπ to cash, then

I (h, t) = [1− h+ ωh]1−γ exp{(1− γ) [r̄τ +
1

2

1

γ
φ0ρφτ (2.19)

+
1

κ

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
σrφ

0ρe2 (τ −B)

− 1

4κ3

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
σ2r
¡
2κτ − 3 + 4e−κτ − e−2κτ

¢
]}

and ω = e−r
impτ .

Proof : see appendix C.

In Theorem III the only market incompleteness is the absence of inflation-

indexed assets. Notice that the real time-t value of a unit of housing to be

delivered at time T is e−r
imp(T−t)qt < qt for a positive convenience yield, rimp.

This means that ω = e−r
imp(T−t). Consistent with Figure I, the effective to

total wealth ratio is smaller than one and declining in horizon. This makes

sense since the house has a lower expected return than a portfolio of pure

financial assets with the same risk characteristics. The longer the horizon, the

lower the effective financial value of the house. In case θv 6= 0, it is easy to see
that the functional form ω = e−r

impτ again obtains if a ’house price dependent

asset’ is available, that has a nonzero loading on dzv, zero loading on dzu,

arbitrary loadings on dzS, dzr, dzπ, and a constant real risk premium.
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Figure I: ω (h, τ) for unconstrained financial asset allocation ( γ = 3
and γ = 7 ).
The figure shows ω (h, τ) as a function of horizon for various housing to total
wealth ratios. We use the parameter values presented in section 3.
Panel A: the investor has risk aversion γ = 3
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In Section 4 and 5 we will use numerical techniques to evaluate optimal as-

set allocation for the general case where no house price dependent asset exists

and θv 6= 0. Then effective housing wealth differs from the market value of the
house not only because of the imputed rent, but also because housing involves

an exposure to unhedgeable, idiosyncratic house risk. Assuming unconstrained

allocations to available assets are possible, we decompose the numerical solu-

tion into the three components of Theorem II. Subsequently, we also investigate

the optimal asset allocation when there are short-sale constraints and when

the investor can take a mortgage loan.

For the numerical results we continue to assume that the investment op-

portunity set, A, is independent of wt and rt. In this case, we can use Theorem

I to see that the only part of the indirect utility function that is not known in

closed form is I (h, t). We know that I (h, T ) = 1 for all h. A grid over h and t

is chosen and we solve for I (h, t) and the optimal asset allocation backwards

in time. More precisely, without loss of generality at node (h, t) we normalize

wt = 1 and rt = r̄, and set ξu = λ∗u = 0. The latter reduces the number

of Brownian motions from five to four in the numerical procedure. Thus we

determine I (h, t) by solving

I (h, t) = max
x∈A

E

"
w1−γt+dt (x)

1− γ
e(r̃t+dt−r̄)Bt+dt,T I (ht+dt (x) , t+ dt) |wt = 1, r̃t = r̄, ht

#
(2.20)

where dt is the step size of the grid over time.8

2.3 Calibration

To illustrate the impact of an owner-occupied house on the financial portfolio

and mortgage choice for different horizons and housing to total wealth ratios,

we calibrate the model parameters to quarterly data on stock returns, inflation,

T-bill rates, long bond yields, and house price returns.

8To determine I (h, t+ dt) for values of h that are not on the grid, we use cubic spline
interpolation. The expectation is evaluated using Gaussian quadrature with 5-points for the
unconstrained portfolio choice and 3-points for the constrained portfolio choice. Increasing
the number of points did not alter results in the presented precision. For the optimization
over x we use a search algorithm that does not use any derivative information and is robust
to different starting values. The grid on h and t is chosen fine enough to ensure precision up
to the presented number of decimals.
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We first estimate a term structure model on quarterly data on nominal

interest rates and inflation from 1973Q1 to 2003Q4. We use a Kalman filter

to extract the real interest rate and expected inflation rate from the data, and

estimate the model by Quasi Maximum Likelihood.9 This procedure provides

estimates of the mean reversion parameters and provides time series of inno-

vations in the real interest rate and expected inflation, and a time series of

unexpected inflation. The values for the mean reversion parameters of real in-

terest and expected inflation rate, κ = 0.6501 and α = 0.0548, imply half-lives

of 1.1 and 12.6 years respectively.10

In the second step of the calibration, we fit the means, standard deviations

and correlations of stock returns, real interest rates, expected and unexpected

inflation and house prices, and the market prices of risk. The sample period

for this second step is limited due to the availability of house price data, and

runs from 1980Q2 until 2003Q4. The reason to estimate the mean reversion

parameters over a longer sample period than the other parameters is that we

need a long sample to obtain good estimates of the mean reversions; all the

other parameters are best fitted to the more recent common sample period,

taking the estimated mean reversions from the first step as given. Table I

provides all the (annualized) parameter estimates.

We now give some more detail on the second step of the calibration process.

To estimate the stock return process we use quarterly stock returns on an

index comprising all NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ firms.11 Following Fama

and French (2002), amongst others, we believe that the equity premium, σSλS
in our model, is lower than the realized premium when measured over the past

few decades. While the realized excess return in our data is 6.4%, we set λS
such that the equity premium is 4.0%.

For the interest rate and inflation part of the model, the first step already

provides us with the mean reversion parameters. The other parameters are

estimated as follows. The mean expected inflation is estimated by the mean

increase of the CPI. For the mean real interest rate we take the difference be-

9Details on the procedure are provided in appendix D.
10Using different sample periods, Brennan and Xia (2002) and Campbell and Viceira

(2001) also find a half-life of around 1 year for innovations in the real rate and a much
longer half-life for expected inflation.
11The authors would like to thank Kenneth R. French for making this data available at

his website.
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Table I. Choice of model parameters.
The table reports calibrated parameter values for the dynamics of the asset prices,
the inflation rate and real interest rate (as described section 2.2). The parameter
values are obtained using quarterly data.
Parameter Estimate
Stock return: dS/S = (Rf + σSλS) dt+ σSdzS
σS 0.1748
λS 0.2288
Real riskless interest rate: dr = κ (r̄ − r) dt+ σrdzr
r̄ 0.0226
κ 0.6501
σr 0.0183
λr −0.3035
Expected inflation: dπ = α (π̄ − π) dt+ σπdzπ
π̄ 0.0351
α 0.0548
σπ 0.0191
λπ −0.1674
House price: dQ/Q =

¡
Rf + σQλQ − rimp

¢
dt+σQdzQ =

¡
Rf + θ0λ− rimp

¢
dt+θ0dz

θS 0.0077
θr 0.0198
θπ 0.0295
θv 0.1465
θvλv − rimp 0.0038
σQ 0.1500
σQλQ − rimp −0.0054
Realized inflation: dΠ/Π = πdt+ σΠdzΠ = πdt+ ξ0dz + ξudzu
ξS −0.0033
ξr 0.0067
ξπ 0.0012
ξv −0.0184
ξu 0.0497
σΠ 0.0535
Correlations:
ρSr −0.1643
ρSπ 0.0544
ρrπ −0.2323

Table II Correlation matrix for (dzS, dzr, dzπ, dzQ, dzΠ)0

dzS dzr dzπ dzQ dzΠ
dzs 1
dzr −0.1643 1
dzπ 0.0544 −0.2323 1
dzQ 0.0402 0.0781 0.1686 1
dzΠ −0.0809 0.1294 −0.0090 −0.3251 1
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tween the means of the T-bill rate and the expected inflation, minus a 0.5%

correction to reflect the premium on unexpected inflation.12 The standard de-

viations of the real interest rate, expected inflation and unexpected inflation

are determined using the time series generated by the Kalman filter.13 We es-

timate the risk premia λr and λπ by matching the average yields of two bond

portfolios with a constant time to maturity of 3.4 and 10.4 years. For this we

use formulas derived by Brennan and Xia (2002), Appendix A.

We estimate the house price process using repeated-sales data at the city

level for Atlanta, Boston, Chicago and San Francisco from 1980Q2 to 2003Q4.14

There are quite some differences in the price processes for the four cities. We

choose to focus on general house price characteristics and constructed a nation-

wide return index by weighing the cities equally. Case and Shiller (1989) argue

that the standard deviation of individual house price changes are close to

15%, like individual stocks. Because price changes of different houses are far

from perfectly correlated, aggregation leads to a considerable reduction of the

variability. In our nation-wide index we find a standard deviation of 2.67%.

Since we are interested in the dynamics of an individual house, we correct this

series by simply scaling house price shocks with a factor 15.00%/2.67% = 5.6

around its mean.

Finally, we estimate the correlation matrix ρ and the coefficient vectors ξ

and θ using quarterly stock returns, house price returns, the innovations in the

real interest rate, expected inflation, and unexpected inflation. We have data

on house prices, but not on imputed rent. Therefore we calibrate θvλv − rimp

and not λv and rimp separately. As discussed in section 2 this is sufficient to de-

termine the optimal asset allocation. Table II provides the implied correlation

matrix of the stochastic vector (dzS, dzr, dzπ, dzQ, dzΠ)0.

12The 50 basis points unexpected inflation risk premium is based on the estimate of Camp-
bell and Viceira (2002, p.72)). With this assumption there is no further need to estimate
the market price of risk for unexpected inflation, λu, because it does not influence the as-
set allocation in our set-up with only nominal securities (it does however influence indirect
utility).
13The discrete-time standard deviations are converted to the continuous-time counter-

parts, incorporating the effect of mean reversion in the processes.
14We would like to thank the Case-Shiller-Weiss company for providing us with this data.
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2.4 Portfolio Choice without Mortgage

In this section we first present the unconstrained optimal portfolio choice for

a moderately risk-averse investor (γ = 3). We do this first in terms of factor

assets and split the solution into the three components discussed in section

2. Thereafter we translate this to portfolio choice in terms of available assets.

Equipped with the intuition of the unconstrained case, we tackle the portfolio

allocation problem for an investor who is constrained to holding nonnegative

positions in available assets. Here we consider a moderately risk-averse investor

(γ = 3) as well as a more risk-averse investor (γ = 7). Finally we investigate

how sensitive our results are to alternative parameters for the house price

process.

2.4.1 Unconstrained portfolio choice

We present the optimal portfolio for the situation where there are no financial

assets whose nominal return has nonzero loading on dzv and dzu. That is, there

is no house price dependent contract nor an inflation-indexed security. Table

III shows the optimal allocation to stocks, real interest and expected inflation

factor assets, whose nominal returns have stochastic components σSdzS, σrdzr
and σπdzπ respectively. We use the parameter values presented in Table I. Panel

A shows the allocation as fraction of financial wealth, i.e. the sum corresponds

to xS, xr and xπ respectively. Panel B shows the allocation as fraction of

total wealth, i.e. the sum corresponds to (1− h)xS, (1− h)xr and (1− h)xπ

respectively. The table also shows the optimal allocation split into the three

components given in Theorem II.

The first component comprises the positions in the mean-variance tangency

portfolio. The fraction allocated to the real interest factor asset and the ex-

pected inflation factor asset are much larger in absolute terms than the fraction

allocated to the stocks factor asset. The main reason is that the returns on

the real interest and expected inflation factor asset both have a relatively low

standard deviation, resulting in large investments to obtain the optimal risk

exposure. As a fraction of total wealth at the 1-month horizon the allocation

is the same for all housing to total wealth ratios, but as a fraction of financial

wealth there is a leverage effect. All position sizes decrease in horizon because
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Table III. Unconstrained factor asset allocation (γ = 3).
The table presents the optimal allocation to stocks, real interest and expected infla-
tion factor assets, whose nominal returns have stochastic components σSdzS, σrdzr
and σπdzπ respectively. Panel A shows the allocation as fraction of financial wealth,
i.e. the sum corresponds to xS , xr and xπ respectively. Panel B shows the allocation
as fraction of total wealth, i.e. the sum corresponds to (1− h)xS , (1− h)xr and
(1− h)xπ respectively. The table also shows the optimal allocation split into the
three components given in Theorem II. The investor has risk aversion γ = 3.

Panel A: as fraction of financial wealth
h = 0.2 h = 0.4

Hori- Factor Components Components
zon Asset 1st 2nd 3rd Sum 1st 2nd 3rd Sum

Stocks 0.45 −0.02 −0.01 0.42 0.60 −0.02 −0.03 0.55
1 m Real int −7.55 0.24 −0.27 −7.58 −10.06 0.32 −0.72 −10.46

Exp infl −5.56 0.05 −0.39 −5.89 −7.40 0.07 −1.03 −8.36
Stocks 0.44 −0.02 −0.01 0.42 0.56 −0.02 −0.03 0.52

5 y Real int −7.46 −0.92 −0.25 −8.63 −9.47 −1.16 −0.61 −11.25
Exp infl −5.49 0.05 −0.36 −5.80 −6.97 0.07 −0.88 −7.78
Stocks 0.43 −0.02 −0.01 0.40 0.50 −0.02 −0.02 0.46

20 y Real int −7.19 −0.93 −0.21 −8.33 −8.41 −1.09 −0.42 −9.92
Exp infl −5.29 0.05 −0.29 −5.53 −6.18 0.06 −0.60 −6.73

Panel B: as fraction of total wealth
h = 0.2 h = 0.4

Hori- Factor Components Components
zon Asset 1st 2nd 3rd Sum 1st 2nd 3rd Sum

Stocks 0.36 −0.01 −0.01 0.34 0.36 −0.01 −0.02 0.33
1 m Real int −6.04 0.19 −0.22 −6.07 −6.04 0.19 −0.43 −6.28

Exp infl −4.44 0.04 −0.31 −4.71 −4.44 0.04 −0.62 −5.01
Stocks 0.35 −0.01 −0.01 0.33 0.34 −0.01 −0.02 0.31

5 y Real int −5.97 −0.73 −0.20 −6.91 −5.68 −0.70 −0.37 −6.75
Exp infl −4.39 0.04 −0.29 −4.64 −4.18 0.04 −0.53 −4.67
Stocks 0.34 −0.01 −0.01 0.32 0.30 −0.01 −0.01 0.28

20 y Real int −5.75 −0.74 −0.16 −6.66 −5.04 −0.65 −0.25 −5.95
Exp infl −4.23 0.04 −0.23 −4.43 −3.71 0.04 −0.36 −4.04
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Table IV. Unconstrained financial portfolio choice (γ = 3).
The table presents optimal financial portfolio weights for stocks, bonds with matu-
rities of 5 and 20 years, and cash. The investor has risk aversion γ = 3.
Horizon Asset h = 0 h = 0.1 h = 0.2 h = 0.3 h = 0.4 h = 0.5

Stocks 0.35 0.38 0.42 0.48 0.55 0.65
5y bond 5.72 6.46 7.39 8.57 10.16 12.37

1 month
20y bond −1.70 −1.91 −2.17 −2.51 −2.97 −3.60

Cash −3.37 −3.93 −4.64 −5.54 −6.74 −8.42
Stocks 0.35 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.52 0.59
5y bond 6.73 7.57 8.54 9.68 11.10 12.98

5 years
20y bond −2.06 −2.31 −2.60 −2.93 −3.35 −3.91

Cash −4.02 −4.64 −5.36 −6.21 −7.27 −8.66
Stocks 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.43 0.46 0.51
5y bond 6.77 7.57 8.26 8.97 9.81 10.91

20 years
20y bond −2.08 −2.31 −2.52 −2.73 −2.98 −3.30

Cash −4.04 −4.64 −5.14 −5.67 −6.29 −7.12

the effective housing to total wealth ratio and therefore the effective to total

wealth ratio decreases in horizon. This horizon effect is more profound for a

larger housing to total wealth ratio, as ω is smaller for larger housing to total

wealth ratios (see Figure 1). This can be understood from the fact that the

risk of the fixed house position can only be hedged partially. As the house size

increases, the presence of this undiversifiable risk makes a risk-averse investor

decrease his exposure to risky financial assets.

The second component comprises positions in the hedge portfolio against

real interest changes and unexpected inflation. At the 1-month horizon there

is mainly hedging against unexpected inflation and positions are limited. Only

real interest rate changes are considerably (positively) correlated with unex-

pected inflation leading to a positive hedge demand for the real interest factor

asset. At longer horizons the hedge against real interest changes becomes im-

portant, resulting in a substantially negative allocation to the real interest

factor asset. If the real interest rate shocks would be more persistent than in

our calibration (where the half life is just 1.1 year) the value would become

even more negative (see e.g. Brennan and Xia (2002)). The sign for the real

interest factor asset at longer horizons in this second component is negative,

because a short term gain compensates for deteriorating investment opportu-

nities when confronted with a downward shock to the real interest rate. The

same remarks regarding the horizon and housing to total wealth ratio effect as
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in the analysis of the first component apply.

In our calibration the return on housing is positively correlated to changes

in the real interest rate and expected inflation rate. The third component, the

position in the portfolio that hedges the effective housing wealth, therefore in-

volves negative values for the real interest and expected inflation factor assets.

At the 1-month horizon magnitudes increase about linear in h as a fraction

of total wealth and more than linear in h as fraction of financial wealth. The

position size decreases in horizon because the effective housing wealth ratio

decreases in horizon. Again, this is more profound for a larger housing to total

wealth ratio.

Summed over all three components, Table III shows that in particular the

allocation to the real interest factor asset (as fraction of financial wealth de-

noted by xr) is large and negative. Note that Theorem II implies that for a

more risk-averse investor (say γ = 7 instead of γ = 3), the positions in the

first component become (a factor 7/3) smaller and the positions in the second

component become (a factor 9/7) larger. In this case the size of xr would stand

out even more.

In Table IV, we translate the factor asset positions to portfolio weights

in financial assets. If we assume that the investor can invest unconstrained

in stocks, two bonds with different maturities and cash, any combination of

loadings on dzS, dzr and dzπ can be accomplished. Table IV reports the optimal

total portfolio choice for various values for h, when bonds of 5 and 20 years

maturity are available.

To interpret the bond positions, first note that in our calibration we have

κ > α. That is, the mean reversion in the real interest rate is quicker than the

mean reversion in the expected inflation rate. Remember that the stochastic

component of the nominal return on a nominal bond is given by

dPtT

PtT
= [...] dt−BtTσrdzr − CtTσπdzπ. (2.21)

Since κ > α, for any horizon T − t we have 0 < BtT < CtT . Moreover, we have

that BtT

CtT
is decreasing in τ ≡ T − t.15 This implies that to obtain a negative

value for xr in the same order of magnitude (or even larger, in size) than xπ,

15To see this notice that d
dτ

h
BtT
CtT

i
= e−κτCtT−e−ατBtT

(CtT )
2 . We have e−κτCtT =

e−κτ
R τ
0
e−αsds and e−ατBtT = e−ατ

R τ
0
e−κsds. Because for s ∈]0, t[ we have e−αs−κτ <
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one needs a long position in a short-term bond and a short position in a long-

term bond. Because B and C are larger for longer horizons, the size of the

short position will be smaller than the size of the long position. This is exactly

what we see in Table IV. We also observe in Table IV that the optimal bond

positions are very large in size.

2.4.2 Constrained portfolio choice

The unconstrained results in Table IV exhibit large short positions in the 20-

year bond and cash. In practice, such positions can not be easily achieved for

a typical investor who faces short sale constraints. Table V therefore shows the

results when we constrain the fraction invested in stocks, the two bonds and

cash to be positive.16 Panel A shows the optimal portfolio for a moderately risk

averse investor (γ = 3) and Panel B for a fairly risk averse investor (γ = 7).

For the moderately risk-averse investor (γ = 3), the constrained allocation

to stocks approximately equals the unconstrained allocation to stocks for h ≤
0.3. Since almost all stockholdings in the unconstrained case originate from

the first component (i.e. the mean-variance tangency portfolio, see Table III),

capturing the risk premium on stocks apparently has high importance when

faced with the limitation to hold nonnegative positions for moderate values for

h.17 Consequently, in this range the observed increase in stock allocation with

h and the decrease with horizon can be largely explained by the leveraging

effect and the effective to total wealth ratio respectively. For higher values

for h stock holdings begin to be crowded out by the short-sale constraints in

combination with the desire to hold bonds.

e−κs−ατ if and only if κ > α, it follows that d
dτ

h
BtT
CtT

i
< 0. For a maturity of 5 years we

have: B = 1.48 and C = 4.37. For a 20 year maturity we have: B = 1.54 and C = 12.15.
16In the unconstrained case the available bond maturities have no impact on indirect utility

as long as there are at least two different maturities available at any time. In the constrained
case available maturities do matter for indirect utility. This in turn makes future available
bond maturities relevant for current portfolio choice. In the remainder of this paper we
assume that the maturities of the available bonds are constant. In practice this would mean
that the investor can invest in two bond portfolios that are rebalanced in such a way that
the duration is always 5 and 20 years.
17Implicit in this argument is the assumption that the risky assets compete for the limited

investment possibilities in the presence of nonnegativity constraints (especially on cash).
Indeed this seems to be the case. First of all, in Table V the cash position is zero for all
housing to total wealth ratios and all horizons. Second, when we set the risk premium on
stocks to zero, bond positions increase and cash positions still equal zero.
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Table V. Constrained portfolio choice (γ = 3 and γ = 7).
The table presents optimal financial portfolio weights for stocks, bonds with matu-
rities of 5 and 20 years, and cash in the presence of short-sale constraints, using the
base case parameter set in Table I. The investor has risk aversion γ = 3. The bond
maturities are assumed to be constant over the investment period.

Panel A: the investor has risk aversion γ = 3
Horizon Asset h = 0 h = 0.1 h = 0.2 h = 0.3 h = 0.4 h = 0.5

Stocks 0.35 0.39 0.43 0.48 0.51 0.47
5y bond 0.58 0.47 0.32 0.14 0.00 0.00

1 month
20y bond 0.07 0.15 0.25 0.38 0.49 0.53

Cash 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stocks 0.35 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.51 0.52
5y bond 0.61 0.50 0.38 0.24 0.07 0.00

5 years
20y bond 0.04 0.11 0.20 0.30 0.41 0.48

Cash 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stocks 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.48
5y bond 0.61 0.52 0.45 0.37 0.28 0.19

20 years
20y bond 0.04 0.10 0.15 0.21 0.27 0.33

Cash 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Panel B: the investor has risk aversion γ = 7
Horizon Asset h = 0 h = 0.1 h = 0.2 h = 0.3 h = 0.4 h = 0.5

Stocks 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.23
5y bond 0.46 0.55 0.66 0.78 0.79 0.65

1 month
20y bond 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11

Cash 0.37 0.27 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stocks 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.23
5y bond 0.49 0.57 0.67 0.76 0.77 0.77

5 years
20y bond 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cash 0.33 0.22 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stocks 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24
5y bond 0.49 0.56 0.61 0.66 0.71 0.76

20 years
20y bond 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cash 0.33 0.24 0.18 0.12 0.06 0.00
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Another interesting point we learn from Table V (Panel A) is that for low

h the investor invests in short-term bonds, while for a larger ratio he switches

to long-term bonds, i.e. he increases the weighted average duration of his bond

holdings. The explanation is that bonds with longer maturities have larger

negative loadings on dzr and dzπ. For large housing to total wealth ratios one

would like large leveraged exposures to dzr and dzπ. An amplifying effect is

that for large values for h large stockholdings leave little financial wealth to

invest in bonds.

Now focus on Panel B of Table V, which presents results for γ = 7. As one

would expect from the expression for unconstrained portfolio choice presented

in Theorem II, we see that the stock allocation is much lower for the fairly

risk-averse investor (γ = 7) compared to the moderately risk-averse investor

(γ = 3). The allocation to the 20-year bond is zero, except for very large h in

combination with a 1-month horizon.

Because of the more modest positions in the mean-variance tangency port-

folio, the nonnegativity constraint on cash is less constraining, and sometimes

not binding. Now both the stock and 5-year bond allocations are hump-shaped

in h for short and medium horizon investors and peak at the moment the non-

negativity constraint starts to bind. A final interesting point is that when the

nonnegativity constraint on cash is not binding (e.g. for h = 0.2), the position

in the 5-year bond initially increases with horizon due to the increasing hedge

against real interest rate changes. At longer horizons the position in the 5-year

bond decreases again with horizon because the effective to total wealth ratio

decreases.

We next calculate the utility loss that an investor incurs if he neglects the

impact of a house position on the optimal financial portfolio. Figure II presents

the wealth equivalent loss, defined as the decrease in total wealth, keeping h

constant, that would make an investor equally well off with the fully optimal

portfolio choice compared to the case where he holds the suboptimal portfolio

(h = 0). The wealth equivalent loss is presented for γ = 3 (Panel A) and γ = 7

(Panel B). As one would expect, the loss increases with horizon and h. For

both γ = 3 and γ = 7, at a 20-year horizon and for a housing to total wealth

ratio of 0.5, the wealth equivalent loss is over 2%.
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Figure II: Wealth equivalent loss for ignoring homeownership in con-
strained financial asset allocation ( γ = 3 and γ = 7 ).
The figure shows the wealth equivalent loss when portfolio choice is subopti-
mally based on the case with no homeownership (h = 0).
Panel A: the investor has risk aversion γ = 3
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Table VI. Constrained portfolio choice (alternative parameter values,
γ = 3).
The table presents optimal financial portfolio weights for stocks, bonds with matu-
rities of 5 and 20 years, and cash, in the presence of short-sale constraints, using
(i) zero correlations between house price shocks and other assets, (ii) the base case
parameter set in Table I. The investor has risk aversion γ = 3. The bond maturities
are assumed to be constant over investment period.

h = 0.2 h = 0.4

Horizon Asset θS,r,π = 0 base case θS,r,π = 0 base case

Stocks 0.44 0.43 0.57 0.51
5y bond 0.35 0.32 0.00 0.00

1 month
20y bond 0.21 0.25 0.43 0.49

Cash 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stocks 0.43 0.42 0.53 0.51
5y bond 0.41 0.38 0.13 0.07

5 years
20y bond 0.16 0.20 0.33 0.41

Cash 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stocks 0.40 0.40 0.46 0.45
5y bond 0.47 0.45 0.33 0.28

20 years
20y bond 0.12 0.15 0.21 0.27

Cash 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2.4.3 Hedging house price risk

In the unconstrained case the effective housing wealth hedge is captured by

the third component in Table III. The positions in this third component were

modest compared to the first component, the position in the nominal mean-

variance tangency portfolio. To assess the portfolio implications of the desire to

hedge the effective housing wealth risk with short-sale constraints, we provide

in Table VI the portfolio choice for a set of alternative parameter values. In

this alternative set we assume that the excess return on housing is uncorrelated

with the excess return on financial assets (θS = θr = θπ = 0). The expected

housing return remains unchanged, i.e. at the mean return of our housing index

over the sample period.

We see that the influence of the housing hedge clearly does not vanish

in the constrained case. Neglecting the house price hedge leads to a bond

duration and bond positions that are all too low compared to the base case. In

addition, the equity weight is too high if one neglects the house price hedge:

for a housing to total wealth ratio of 0.4 and a 1-month horizon, the stock

allocation substantially increases from 0.51 in the base case to 0.57 in the
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alternative case. We think that an important direction for future empirical

research is to obtain more insight in the interaction of owner-occupied housing

with financial assets.

2.5 Introduction of a mortgage loan

In this section we explore how the introduction of mortgages changes opti-

mal portfolio choice. We compare two mortgage types, a fixed-rate mortgage

(FRM) loan and an adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM). We model an FRM as

the possibility to take a short position in the 20-year bond up to the time-t

market value of the house, i.e. the short position may not exceed −h/ (1− h)

at each point in time. This uses that an FRM has a market value comparable

to a bond with long duration. The size of the interest payments plays no direct

role since our model does not have interim consumption. We model an ARM

similarly as a short position in cash.

Table VII reports the optimal portfolio for a moderately risk-averse (γ = 3)

and a fairly risk-averse investor (γ = 7) for the different mortgage types. It

also reports the wealth equivalent gain, defined as the increase in total wealth,

keeping h constant, that would make an investor equally well off without a

mortgage compared to the case where he does have the possibility to take a

mortgage.

We first focus on the γ = 3 investor, presented in Panel A. In the no-

mortgage case, the nonnegativity constraint on a 20-year bond is not binding

for the presented parameter values. It is therefore not surprising that an FRM,

modelled as the possibility to take a short position in the 20-year bond up to

the value of the house, is not utility increasing. In the no-mortgage case the

nonnegativity constraint on cash is binding. An ARM relaxes this constraint.

It turns out that the maximum ARMmortgage size is optimal. The position in

the bond portfolio is increased and the duration reduced. The wealth equivalent

gain increases in horizon and h, up to a substantial 6.46% for a 20-year horizon

and h = 0.4.

Now consider the γ = 7 investor in Panel B. In contrast to the γ = 3

investor the nonnegativity constraint on the 20-year bond is binding in the

no-mortgage case. As a result an FRM is now utility enhancing. The wealth
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Table VII. Constrained portfolio choice with a mortgage (γ = 3,
γ = 7).
The table presents optimal portfolio weights for stocks, bonds with maturities of 5
and 20 years, and cash, in the presence of short-sale constraints. The bond maturities
are assumed to be constant over investment period. We consider the case of no
mortgage, a fixed-rate mortgage (FRM), an adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM) and a
hybrid mortgage. An FRM (ARM) allows a short position in the 20-year bond (cash)
up to −h/(1− h). With a hybrid mortgage a short position in both is possible. The
table also shows the wealth equivalent gain of having access to the mortgage loan.

Panel A: the investor has risk aversion γ = 3
h = 0.2 h = 0.4

Horizon Asset no FRM ARM hybrid no FRM ARM hybrid
Stocks 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.51 0.51 0.56 0.56
5y bond 0.32 0.32 0.70 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.90

1 month
20y bond 0.25 0.25 0.12 0.12 0.49 0.49 0.21 0.21

Cash 0.00 0.00 −0.25 −0.25 0.00 0.00 −0.67 −0.67
weq gain 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.03% 0.03%
Stocks 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.51 0.51 0.53 0.53
5y bond 0.38 0.38 0.75 0.75 0.07 0.07 1.05 1.05

5 years
20y bond 0.20 0.20 0.07 0.07 0.41 0.41 0.09 0.09

Cash 0.00 0.00 −0.25 −0.25 0.00 0.00 −0.67 −0.67
weq gain 0.00% 0.79% 0.79% 0.00% 1.70% 1.70%
Stocks 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.48 0.48
5y bond 0.45 0.45 0.79 0.79 0.28 0.28 1.18 1.18

20 years
20y bond 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.27 0.27 0.00 0.00

Cash 0.00 0.00 −0.25 −0.25 0.00 0.00 −0.67 −0.67
weq gain 0.00% 3.01% 3.01% 0.00% 6.46% 6.46%

Panel B: the investor has risk aversion γ = 7
h = 0.2 h = 0.4

Horizon Asset no FRM ARM hybrid no FRM ARM hybrid
Stocks 0.20 0.16 0.20 0.17 0.21 0.20 0.25 0.22
5y bond 0.66 1.02 0.66 1.08 0.79 0.81 1.01 1.45

1 month
20y bond 0.00 −0.18 0.00 −0.18 0.00 −0.02 0.00 −0.21

Cash 0.14 0.00 0.14 −0.07 0.00 0.00 −0.26 −0.46
weq gain 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
Stocks 0.22 0.16 0.22 0.18 0.23 0.18 0.26 0.21
5y bond 0.67 1.07 0.67 1.07 0.77 0.96 0.89 1.46

5 years
20y bond 0.00 −0.23 0.00 −0.20 0.00 −0.14 0.00 −0.27

Cash 0.11 0.00 0.11 −0.05 0.00 0.00 −0.16 −0.39
weq gain 0.87% 0.00% 0.98% 0.27% 0.14% 1.16%
Stocks 0.21 0.16 0.21 0.17 0.23 0.16 0.23 0.19
5y bond 0.61 1.09 0.61 1.08 0.71 1.06 0.72 1.48

20 years
20y bond 0.00 −0.25 0.00 −0.22 0.00 −0.22 0.00 −0.33

Cash 0.18 0.00 0.18 −0.03 0.06 0.00 0.05 −0.34
weq gain 3.84% 0.01% 4.18% 3.26% 0.11% 5.73%
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equivalent gain increases in horizon and decreases in h. For a 20-year horizon

and h = 0.2 it equals 3.84%. An ARM is also valuable, but only for h = 0.4.

For both the FRM and the ARM the proceeds are used to increase the position

in the bond portfolio. For both the FRM and the ARM the optimal mortgage

size is in most cases below the maximum size allowed. For the 20-year horizon

and h = 0.4, the wealth equivalent gain is equal to 3.26% and 0.11% for the

FRM and ARM respectively.

In a search for potentially better (in utility terms) mortgage types we first

experimented with mortgages that allow the investor to hold a short position

in a bond with an optimally chosen maturity in the range [0, 20]. The optimal

maturity turned out to be either 0 or 20 years. Remembering the unconstrained

case where the investor has a long position in a 5-year bond and is short in

a 20-year bond and cash, this is not completely surprising. Interestingly, a

hybrid mortgage, which allows a short position in both the 20-year bond and

cash (adding up to the value of the house) can further increase utility. For the

γ = 7 investor, Panel B of Table VII shows that such a combination of an

ARM and FRM is very attractive. The wealth equivalent gain with the hybrid

mortgage is 5.73% for the 20-year horizon and h = 0.4, which is much larger

than the gain from an ARM or FRM.

We can summarize the optimal mortgage choice for different degrees of risk

aversion as follows. A moderately risk-averse investor (γ = 3) prefers an ARM.

A fairly risk-averse investor (γ = 7) rather chooses an FRM. These results are

similar to the results of Campbell and Cocco (2003), but follow for different

reasons. Campbell and Cocco examine the trade-off between the wealth risk

of an FRM and the income risk of an ARM. In our set-up, there is no income

risk, but wealth risk is more complex and also involves real interest rate risk.

An FRM allows the investor to improve the hedge against wealth risk. This is

particularly valuable for a highly risk averse investor, who cares most about

reducing wealth risk and less about expected returns. A less risk averse investor

prefers the ARM, which allows him to leverage up the financial portfolio and

capture the risk premia on stocks and long-term bonds. Finally we show that

a hybrid mortgage, being a combination of an FRM and an ARM, would be

an even better choice for a fairly risk-averse investor than the FRM.
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2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we studied optimal financial portfolio choice for investors with

house ownership. We provided an implicit expression for the optimal portfolio

for an investor who can take unconstrained positions in stock, two bonds with

different maturities and cash. This portfolio can be seen as the weighted av-

erage of three portfolios. These are the nominal mean-variance tangency port-

folio, a portfolio that most closely resembles an inflation-indexed bond, and a

portfolio that best hedges the risk of the owner-occupied house. House owner-

ship affects the optimal financial portfolio in three ways. First, it gives rise to

a portfolio hedging the house risk. Second, it determines a factor to leverage

the financial portfolio weights in order to maintain an appropriate absolute

financial risk exposure. Third, it determines the effective to total wealth ratio.

Horizon effects in the portfolio choice arise due to a horizon dependent hedge

against real interest changes and due to the effective to total wealth ratio that

decreases with horizon.

We use numerical techniques to analyze the model with short sale con-

straints. The interpretation of the optimal portfolio choice at different horizons

and housing to total wealth ratios is greatly enhanced by the lessons learned

from the no-constraints case. Our results show that besides stocks, bonds play

a crucial role in the investor’s financial portfolio. The duration of the bond

portfolio is found to increase with the housing to total wealth ratio, which

is consistent with a desire for a leveraged exposure to real interest rate and

expected inflation rate shocks.

We then allow for mortgage loans, and investigate the choice between fixed-

rate and adjustable-rate mortgages. In our analysis optimal portfolio and mort-

gage choice constitutes an integrated financial planning problem. We find that

a moderately risk-averse investor (γ = 3) prefers an ARM. A fairly risk-averse

investor (γ = 7) rather chooses an FRM. An even better mortgage for this

investor is a hybrid mortgage, being a combination of an FRM and an ARM.

The focus in this chapter is on owner-occupied housing. The non-traded as-

set in our model has characteristics particular to an owner-occupied house, and

we calibrate the model parameters to house price data. The imputed rent is a

non-monetary dividend (in contrast to e.g. a private business or a fixed stock

position). The non-monetary character gives rise to lower effective than total
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wealth which has substantial consequences for portfolio choice. The gains from

this dividend are captured by a Cobb-Douglas utility function which is a com-

mon choice in the housing literature (but not necessary for other non-traded

assets with non-monetary dividends). The investor can borrow the market

value of the house with the house as collateral, which typically is not possible

for other non-traded assets. However, by making case-specific adjustments, our

approach is also likely to be capable of handling portfolio implications in the

presence of other non-tradable assets. In light of our rich asset menu, in partic-

ular the two-factor model for bonds, this would advance the non-tradable asset

literature (see e.g. Grossman-Laroque (1990) and Faig and Shum (2002)).

2.7 Appendix

2.7.1 Appendix A: proof Theorem I

Using Ito’s lemma we get

dh = h
£¡
μeq − μew

¢
dt+

¡
σ0q − σ0w

¢
dz
¤
− hσ0wρ (σq − σw) dt (2.22)

The indirect utility function is given by

J (w, h, r, t) = max
x∈A

Et

"
(wT )

1−γ

1− γ

#
νH (2.23a)

s.t.

dw = rwdt+ wμewdt− wξuλ
∗
udt+ wσ0wdz − wξudzu
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¢
dt+
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¢
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Because A is independent of wt, we can write
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For a given strategy for x we have

wT
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= exp

½Z T
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µ
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1

2
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ds+
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t
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¾
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We have rs = rt+
R s
t
κ (r̄ − ru) du+

R s
t
σrdzr. Now define r̃s as the process for

the real interest rate with the same stochastic component as rs, but with start

value r̃t = r̄ at time t. This means that r̃s = r̄+
R s
t
κ (r̄ − r̃u) du+

R s
t
σrdzr. Now

we have
R T
t
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where r̃ has the same dynamics as r, but r̃t = r̄.

Now notice that exp
nR T

t

¡
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2
σ0wρσw

¢
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R T
t
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o
does not de-

pend on w and r, and by assumption neither does A. The expression does

depend on h however. This means that we can write
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or shorter

J (w, h, r, t) ≡ w1−γt

1− γ
∗ νH ∗ exp {(1− γ) (rt − r̄)BtT} ∗ (2.28)
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2.7.2 Appendix B: proof Theorem II and Corollary I

We find it convenient to first prove Corollary I and then use this to prove

Theorem II. The expressions for μew and σw are given by

μew = [(1− h) xSσS + hθS − ξS]λ
∗
S (2.30a)

+ [(1− h) xrσr + hθr − ξr]λ
∗
r

+ [(1− h) xπ + σπhθπ − ξπ]λ
∗
π

+ [σvhθv − ξv]λ
∗
v

−hrimp

σw = ((1− h)xSσS + hθS − ξS, (1− h)xrσr + hθr − ξr, (2.30b)

(1− h)xπσπ + hθπ − ξπ, hθv − ξv)
0
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Ih
I

¡
μeq − μew − σ0wρ (σq − σw)

¢
+
1

2
h2
Ihh
I

¡
σ0q − σ0w

¢
ρ (σq − σw) + (1− γ)h

Ih
I
σ0wρ (σq − σw)

+h
Ih
I
(1− γ)B

¡
σ0q − σ0w

¢
ρe2σr}

= 0
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where e2 ≡ (0, 1, 0, 0)0. Using functional forms for μeq, μew, σq and σw, the three
first order conditions for xS, xr and xπ form a system of three linear equations

in three unknowns. Solving this system gives the presented proportional asset

allocations in the factor assets in Corollary I.

Applying the chain rule we can straightforwardly determine JwF , JwFwF

and JwFwH in terms of partial derivates of J to w and h. For example

JwF ≡ Jw
dw

dwF
+ Jh

dh

dwF
= Jw −

h

w
Jh. (2.32)

Using the functional form for J (w, h, r, t) as given in equation (2.28) we get

− JwF

wFJwFwF
=

1

1− h

(1− γ) I − hIh
γ (1− γ) I − 2γhIh − h2Ihh

(2.33)

and
JwFwH

JwFwF
= 1 +

γIh + hIhh
γ (1− γ) I − 2γhIh − h2Ihh

. (2.34)

Using equations (2.33) and (2.34) the allocation to factor assets in Corollary I

can be rewritten to the allocation to factor assets in Theorem II.

2.7.3 Appendix C: proof Theorem III

The expressions for μew and σw are given by

μew = [(1− h)xSσS + hθS − ξS]λ
∗
S (2.35a)

+ [(1− h)xrσr + hθr − ξr]λ
∗
r

+ [(1− h)xπ + σπhθπ − ξπ]λ
∗
π

−hrimp

σw = ((1− h)xSσS + hθS − ξS, (1− h)xrσr + hθr − ξr, (2.35b)

(1− h) xπσπ + hθπ − ξπ)
0

Notice that we have ξv = λv = 0 and that all unhedgeable unexpected inflation

is captured by ξu.
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The HJB equation for I is

min
xS ,xr,xπ

{
µ
It
I
+ (1− γ) r̄

¶
+ (1− γ)μew −

1

2
γ (1− γ)σ0wρσw (2.36)

+
1

2
(1− γ)2B2σ2r + (1− γ)2Bσ0wρe2σr + h

Ih
I

¡
μeq − μew − σ0wρ (σq − σw)

¢
+
1

2
h2
Ihh
I

¡
σ0q − σ0w

¢
ρ (σq − σw) + (1− γ)h

Ih
I
σ0wρ (σq − σw)

+h
Ih
I
(1− γ)B

¡
σ0q − σ0w

¢
ρe2σr}

= 0

where e2 ≡ (0, 1, 0, 0)0. Conjecturing the following functional form I (h, t) =h
1−

³
1− e−r

impτ
´
h
i1−γ

Î (t), using functional forms for μeq, μ
e
w, σq, σw, and

solving the three first order conditions for xS, xr and xπ, gives the presented

proportional asset allocations in the factor assets.

Substituting these values in (2.36), changing variables from t to τ = T − t,

and simplifying yields

Îτ

Î
= (1− γ)

∙
r̄ +

1

2

1

γ
φ0ρφ+

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
Bσrφ

0ρe2 −
1

2

µ
1− 1

γ

¶
B2σ2r

¸
.

(2.37)

Since no terms involving h remain, our conjecture is proven. Solving the dif-

ferential equation, using that Î (0) = 1, gives the presented solution for I.

2.7.4 Appendix D: Calibration of the term structure

model

The continuous-time model equations for long-term interest rates, short term

interest rates and inflation can be discretized as follows

yt = a+ b(rt − r̄) + c(πt − π̄) + uyt (2.38a)

Rf
t = d+ (rt − r̄) + (πt − π̄) + uft (2.38b)

∆ lnΠt+1 = π̄ + (πt − π̄) + t+1 (2.38c)

rt − r̄ = φ(rt−1 − r̄) + ηrt (2.38d)

πt − π̄ = ϕ(πt−1 − π̄) + ηπt (2.38e)
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where yt is a vector of long-term coupon bond yields (which we approximate

by zero-coupon yields with constant durations of 3.4 and 10.4 years), Rf
t the

3-month t-bill rate, rt the real interest rate, πt the expected inflation, and

∆ lnΠt+1 the actual inflation. The error terms , ηπ and ηr are discretized

versions of σΠdZΠ, σπdZπ, and σrdZr respectively. The terms uyt and uft are

measurement error terms, assumed to be i.i.d with mean zero and variance σ2.

The parameters b, c, φ and ϕ are functions of the mean reversion parameters,

as follows

b =
1− exp(−κT )

κT
, c =

1− exp(−αT )
αT

(2.39)

where T is the maturity of the bond, and

φ = exp(−κ∆t), ϕ = exp(−α∆t) (2.40)

where∆t is the period of the observations (0.25 for our quarterly observations).

In the estimation, we first remove the intercepts a, d, and π̄ by fitting them

to the sample mean of the observed yields, short rates, and actual inflation.

There is no need to estimate r̄ since we take rt−r̄ and πt−π̄ as zero-mean state
variables. This leaves six parameters to be estimated: (α, κ, σπη , σ

r
η, σ , σ). The

estimation of these parameters is done using the Kalman filter based Quasi

Maximum Likelihood method described in detail in De Jong (2000).



Chapter 3

Life-cycle housing and portfolio
choice with bond markets

This chapter is based on Van Hemert (2005a).

Abstract

I study optimal housing and portfolio choice under stochastic inflation and

real interest rates. Renters allocate financial wealth to stocks and bonds with

different maturities. Homeowners also choose the mortgage type. I show that

hedge demands and financial constraints vary over an investor’s lifetime, giving

rise to a pronounced life-cycle pattern in the optimal housing, stock, bond, and

mortgage choice. Young homeowners take an adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM)

and invest financial wealth predominantly in stocks. Later in the life cycle

bonds play an important role, mainly as a hedge against changing real interest

rates and house prices. Fairly risk-tolerant homeowners still prefer an ARM,

while more risk-averse investors rather choose a combination of an ARM and

a fixed-rate mortgage.

3.1 Introduction

This chapter extends the analysis of chapter 2 along various dimensions. Most

importantly, I study a full-fledged life-cycle model with dynamic housing de-

cisions. For many investors housing is the largest asset, and the mortgage on
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the house the largest liability. Both are likely to have a major impact on the

optimal financial portfolio choice. The study in this chapter shows that besides

stocks, bonds and mortgages play an important role in a homeowner’s finan-

cial portfolio. Together, the bonds and the mortgage determine the duration

of the overall portfolio, which is important for hedging real interest rate risk.

In addition, the bonds and the mortgage may provide a partial hedge against

house price changes. I show that hedge demands and financial constraints vary

over an investor’s lifetime, giving rise to a pronounced life-cycle pattern in the

optimal housing, stock, bond, and mortgage choice.

This study basically merges two recent strands in the portfolio choice lit-

erature. Papers in the first strand investigate life-cycle portfolio choice while

taking into account the role of housing. Cocco (2005) investigates the joint de-

cision on owner-occupied housing and portfolio choice. Yao and Zhang (2005)

also include a choice on housing tenure.1 Both papers restrict the asset menu

to stocks and cash, and do not consider a mortgage choice. I extend these

papers by adding bonds with different maturities to the asset menu, study-

ing mortgage choice, and modelling the interaction of the housing return with

financial asset returns in a more sophisticated manner. The second strand illus-

trates the importance of bonds for a long-term investor. Examples are Brennan

and Xia (2002) and Campbell and Viceira (2001). Both papers use a two-factor

model similar to mine for the nominal interest rate. A long-term investor holds

bonds not only to exploit the risk premium, but also to hedge changes in the

investment opportunity set. My study extends these papers to a life-cycle set-

ting with risky housing and labor income. In addition, I take into account the

housing tenure, house size and mortgage choice.

I consider the following model. An investor receives stochastic, exogenous

labor income until retirement and derives utility from both housing and other

goods consumption. Investors dynamically decide on their housing tenure,

house size, financial portfolio and other goods consumption. For homeowners

the house not only provides housing services, but also entails a risky invest-

ment. An investor can change his tenure and house size only at a transaction

cost. This cost is larger when moving to an owner-occupied house than to a

1Another strand of literature focuses on the housing and financial portfolio choice in
a static one-period mean-variance setting. Examples are Brueckner (1997) and Flavin and
Yamashita (2002).
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rental house. Renters choose how to allocate financial wealth to stocks, bonds

with different maturities, and cash. Financial positions can be adjusted with-

out transaction cost. Negative positions are precluded. Homeowners also choose

the mortgage type and size. A homeowner may take a mortgage loan up to the

market value of the house minus a down payment. I allow for an adjustable-

rate mortgage (ARM), a fixed-rate mortgage (FRM), and a combination of

the two (hybrid mortgage). A homeowner can adjust his mortgage type and

size at zero cost, as is typically the case for a home line of credit. The ARM is

modelled as a negative cash position, and the FRM as a negative position in

a long-term bond.

For the asset price dynamics I extend the Brennan and Xia (2002) model

with a house price and labor income process. Nominal bonds are priced by

a two-factor model for the term structure of interest rates. I use expected

inflation and real interest rate as factors. In contrast to a one-factor model, this

model provides a rationale for holding nominal bonds with different maturities.

Importantly, it also allows me to investigate the implications of different types

of mortgages. I also model unexpected inflation, house price risk, labor income

risk and stock market risk, leading to a total of six sources of uncertainty. This

structure enables me to realistically examine the interaction of different asset

prices. The parameter values for these price dynamics are largely based on

the estimates in chapter 2, where US data is used. In accordance with other

papers,2 we found a faster mean-reversion in the real interest rate than in the

expected inflation rate. This turns out to be crucial for the choice among bonds

with different maturities and the mortgage choice.

The main results of the paper can be summarized as follows. The motivation

to hold risky assets varies over an investor’s lifetime, giving rise to a clear

life-cycle pattern in his optimal house, stock, bond and mortgage choice. An

investor starts adult life with little financial wealth and large human capital,

making him severely borrowing constrained. The investor rents the house he

lives in and only holds a small buffer capital as financial wealth. Over time more

labor income is earned and the investor starts to save for the down payment on

an owner-occupied house. In this period he becomes less borrowing constrained,

but is still very short-sale constrained. Taking into account his large human

2See e.g. Brennan and Xia (2002) or Campbell and Viceira (2001).
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capital, the investor chooses an almost 100% stock allocation in order to exploit

the equity premium, which is set at 4% in my analysis.

Per-period costs for a given house size are smaller when owning than when

renting. This makes the investor so eager to buy his first house that the move

from a rental to an owner-occupied house often involves moving to a smaller

house, for which he is just able to pay the required down payment. The young

homeowner optimally chooses an ARM of maximum size, irrespective of risk

aversion. This allows a homeowner to exploit the risk premium on stocks and

bonds.

As a homeowner builds up more financial wealth, he typically decides to

move to a bigger owner-occupied house. With the larger physical (financial plus

housing) capital and smaller human capital, the desire to take risk and exploit

risk premia decreases, while the desire to hedge against changing investment

opportunities becomes more important. Initially a homeowner chooses a long-

term bond for this hedge, because it has the largest absolute loading on real

interest rate risk. When approaching retirement age the allocation starts to

shift towards short-term bonds, which have the larger loading on real interest

rate risk relative to expected inflation risk. A fairly aggressive homeowner will

still hold a considerable amount of long-term bonds and stocks at retirement. A

more risk-averse homeowner, who is more concerned with hedging real interest

rate risk, will almost completely shift to short-term bonds. Moreover, to further

improve the effectiveness of the real interest rate hedge, he desires to short-sell

the long-term bond. The optimal mortgage for this more risk-averse homeowner

consequently changes from a pure ARM to a hybrid mortgage, modelled as a

short position in both cash and a long-term bond.

Towards the end of his lifetime the investor sells his house and starts renting

again. This enables him to consume all his wealth, including the down payment

on the previously owned house. In anticipation of this sell, the investor adjusts

his financial portfolio to hedge against house price falls.

In addition to the above-mentioned papers, this study also relates to Camp-

bell and Cocco (2003). In this paper the choice between an FRM and an ARM

involves a trade off between what they refer to as wealth and income risk.

An FRM has a variable real value, leading to wealth risk. An ARM has an

almost fixed real value, but has, in their set up, short-term variability in real

payments, leading to income risk. My mortgage analysis differs from Campbell
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and Cocco (2003) in several important ways. Campbell and Cocco (2003) do

not consider stocks and bonds, and assume all other financial wealth is invested

in cash. In contrast, I consider mortgage choice as part of the overall finan-

cial portfolio choice. While Campbell and Cocco (2003) incorporate persistent

shocks to the expected inflation only, I allow for persistent shocks in the real

interest rate as well. Together the bonds and mortgage determine the duration

of the overall portfolio, which is important for hedging real interest rate risk.

Even though there is no income risk of the above kind in my model, these

considerations make the choice between an ARM and an FRM interesting in

my set up. Moreover, in contrast to Campbell and Cocco (2003), I allow for a

tenure and house size choice, which enables me to study mortgage choice in a

broader context.

Finally the study in this chapter relates to Van Hemert, De Jong and

Driessen (2005), chapter 2 in this disseration. Here I studied a homeowner’s

optimal portfolio choice assuming (i) utility of terminal wealth, (ii) no labor

income, (iii) fixed housing investment. Similar to this paper, they use a two-

factor model to decribe bond prices and model an ARM (FRM) as a short

position in cash (a long-term bond). In contrast to Van Hemert, De Jong and

Driessen (2005), I use a life-cycle setting with stochastic labor income and

find a pronounced life-cylce pattern in optimal choices. Moreover, I allow for

a tenure and house size choice.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 presents the model.

Section 3 discusses the estimation of the model parameters. Section 4 contains

the main results and section 5 concludes.

3.2 The economic model

I study optimal financial planning for an investor from time 0 to time T =

60 years, corresponding to age 20 to 80. I abstract from longevity risk. The

investor faces a choice regarding (i) tenure, (ii) house size, (iii) allocation of

financial assets, including a choice on mortgage type, and (iv) consumption.

I interpreted house size as a one-dimensional representation of the quality of

the house. Each period the investor can either stay in the same (size) house or

move and pay some transaction costs. During working life the investor receives
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labor income which I assume is exogenous.3

3.2.1 Preferences

The investor derives utility from both the housing services and other goods

consumption, c. The real price of consumption goods is chosen to be the nu-

meraire and the real price of a unit of housing is denoted q (with q0 ≡ 1).

I denote the house size at time t by Ht. Following Cocco (2005), Hu (2005)

and Yao and Zhang (2005) I represent preferences over housing consumption

to other goods by the Cobb-Douglas function

Ut =

Z T

t

βs−t
¡
c1−ψs Hψ

s

¢1−γ
1− γ

ds (3.1)

where Ut is lifetime utility, β is the subjective discount rate, γ is the coef-

ficient of relative risk aversion, and ψ is the relative preference for housing

consumption.

3.2.2 Asset price dynamics

I consider an economy with six sources of uncertainty represented by inno-

vations in six Brownian motions. I assume the investor takes price processes

as given. Furthermore, I assume that the risk premia on the sources of uncer-

tainty are constant. Financial asset, mortgage and house prices are determined

by the dynamics of the first five sources of uncertainty. For this I use the setup

of chapter 2, where I extended Brennan and Xia (2002) with an additional

source of uncertainty to capture house price risk. The five variables that de-

termine asset prices are: nominal stock return S, instantaneous real interest

rate r, instantaneous expected inflation rate π, nominal house price Q, and

3Bodie, Merton and Samuelson (1992) show that endogenous labor income may increase
the optimal risk taking in the financial portfolio.
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the price level Π. The equations driving these variables are given by

dS/S = [Rf + σSλS] dt+ σSdzS, (3.2)

dr = κ (r̄ − r) dt+ σrdzr, (3.3)

dπ = α (π̄ − π) dt+ σπdzπ, (3.4)

dQ/Q =
£
Rf + σQλQ − rimp

¤
dt+ σQdzQ, (3.5)

dΠ/Π = πdt+ σΠdzΠ, (3.6)

where Rf is the return on the nominal risk free asset (cash), λS and λQ are

nominal risk premia, rimp is the imputed rent, dz’s are standard Brownian

motions and the σ’s capture the volatility of the processes. The risk premium

on the house is corrected by the imputed rent, representing the benefits from

the housing services (as measured by the market). We can orthogonalize (3.5)

and (3.6) as

dQ/Q =
¡
Rf + θ0λ− rimp

¢
dt+ θ0dz, (3.7)

dΠ/Π = πdt+ ξ0dz + ξudzu, (3.8)

with θ = (θS, θr, θπ, θv)
0, ξ = (ξS, ξr, ξπ, ξv)

0, λ = (λS, λr, λπ, λv)
0 and z =

(zS, zr, zπ, zv), where dzv is orthogonal to dzS, dzr and dzπ and dzu is orthogonal

to dz. Defining the covariance matrix of dz by

ρ =

Ã
ρS,r,π 0

0 1

!
, (3.9)

we have σ2Q = θ0ρθ and σ2Π = ξ0ρξ + ξ2u.

Brennan and Xia (2002) show that the nominal price at time t of a discount

bond with a $1 nominal payoff maturing at time T , denoted as P , satisfies

dP/P = (Rf −Bσrλr − Cσπλπ) dt−Bσrdzr − Cσπdzπ, (3.10)

where B (T − t) = κ−1
¡
1− e−κ(T−t)

¢
, and C (T − t) = α−1

¡
1− e−α(T−t)

¢
are

functions of the time to maturity T − t. The return processes for bonds with

different maturities differ only in their loadings on dzr and dzπ. When there

are no constraints on position size, any desired combination of loadings on
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dzr and dzπ can be accomplished by positions in any two bonds with different

maturities.

Real returns for stocks, bonds and the house can easily be obtained using

(3.8) and applying Ito’s lemma. I use uppercase letters for nominal variables

and the corresponding small case letter for their real counterpart. We have

Rf = r+ π− ξ0λ− ξuλu and for example the real return on stocks is given by

ds/s = (r + σSλ
∗
S − ξ0λ∗ − ξuλ

∗
u) dt+ σSdzS − ξ0dz − ξudzu. (3.11)

where the ∗ refers to a real risk premia, i.e. λ∗ = λ− ρξ and λ∗u = λu − ξu.

3.2.3 Investment Opportunity Set

The menu of available financial assets consists of stocks, 3-year bonds, 10-

year bonds and cash. The two bonds are assumed to be zero-coupon bonds. I

impose short-sale constraints on these assets. In addition, for homeowners the

house not only provides housing services, but also entails a (risky) investment.

Notice in equation (3.11) that the real risk premium for stocks is fixed and in

particular independent of the expected inflation rate, π. The same holds for

the real risk premium on the house, nominal bonds and cash, which implies

that the real investment opportunity set in my model is independent of the

prevailing expected inflation rate.

An investor cannot borrow against his human capital. However, homeown-

ers can take a mortgage loan up to a fraction 1 − δ of the market value of

the house, where δ is the minimum down payment fraction. He can use the

proceeds to consume or to invest in stocks, bonds or cash. I include the (nega-

tive) market value of the mortgage in my definition of financial wealth, which

therefore can become negative. Total (financial plus housing) wealth, however,

cannot be less than the minimum down payment of δ times the value of the

house. Following Cocco (2005) I assume that a homeowner can costlessly adjust

the mortgage, as is typically the case for a home line of credit.

A homeowner can choose between an adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM), a

fixed-rate mortgage (FRM), and a hybrid mortgage which is a combination of

an ARM and an FRM. I model an ARM (FRM) as a short position in cash

(10-year bond), i.e. I assume the (relative) increase in the market value of the
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loan equals the return on cash (10-year bond). Since I also allow for hybrid

mortgages, the investor basically can take a negative cash and 10-year bond

position, each and added up not to exceed (1−δ) times the market value of the
house. Because it is assumed that the mortgage size can be costlessly adjusted,

interest payments plays no direct role in my analysis.

3.2.4 Labor income

The sixth source of uncertainty captures labor income risk. Real labor income,

l, is assumed to be subject to permanent shocks only.4 In addition, real labor

income has a deterministic component g (t) dt that captures the hump-shaped

pattern of labor income

dl/l = g (t) dt+ σldzl for t ≤ 45 (3.12)

l = 0 for t > 45 (3.13)

I assume that dzl is orthogonal to dz and dzu, which implies that labor income

shocks are completely unhedgeable.

After retirement at time 45 (age 65) labor income is assumed to be zero. I

have experimented with different assumptions regarding pension income and

bequest motives and found that with substantial pension income and without

bequest motive investors save unrealistically little in my Cobb-Dougles utility

framework. Cocco (2005) and Yao and Zhang (2005) have pension income and

a bequest motive. However, the empirical evidence for the latter is mixed; see

for example Hurd (1989) and Bernheim (1991) for a positive and negative

view on a strong bequest motive respectively. In contrast, I choose to report

results for the no pension income and no bequest motive case, and therefore

study a investor who saves for his own retirement and eventually consumes the

(retirement) wealth he accumulated. Since I abstract from longevity risk, the

investor is able to exhaust his savings fully.

4Viceira (2001), Yao and Zhang (2003) and Munk and Sørensen (2005) also assume
stochastic shocks to permanent labor income only. Cocco, Gomes and Maenhout (2005),
Campbell and Cocco (2003) and Cocco (2005) also allow for transitory, individual labor
income shocks.
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3.2.5 Housing costs

Renters pay a fixed fraction ζ of the market value of the house as rent. Home-

owners have to pay maintenance costs equal to a fraction m of the market

value of the house. Typically I will have ζ > m, implying that the per period

per unit housing costs are lower for homeowners. When moving from one house

to another a one-time transaction cost is incurred. I assume this cost is equal

to a fraction νrent (νown) of the market value of the new house when he rents

(owns) the new house. We will have νown > νrent.

3.2.6 Optimization problem

I denote real housing wealth by wH and real financial wealth by wF . I define the

indicator variable I as being one (zero) when the investor is currently owning

(renting). Total real wealth, w, is then given by

w = wF + IwH (3.14)

For homeowners financial wealth includes the mortgage and can be negative.

The evolution of real financial and housing wealth during periods with no

moving is given by

dwF = [{r + μeF (x)− ξ0λ∗ − ξuλ
∗
u}wF − (3.15)

{(1− I) ζ + Im}wH + l − c]dt+

σ0F (x)w
Fdz − ξ0wFdz − ξuw

Fdzu, (3.16)

dwH = {r + μeH − ξ0λ∗ − ξuλ
∗
u}wHdt+

σ0qw
Hdz − ξ0wHdz − ξuw

Hdzu, (3.17)

where μeF and μeH are the excess nominal return on financial and housing

wealth respectively, and σF and σq are vectors containing the factor loadings

on dz for the nominal return on financial and housing wealth respectively. We

have μeH = θ0λ∗ and σq = θ. We have that μeF and σF are independent of

wF and wH , but they do depend on the chosen portfolio shares, denoted by
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x =
¡
xstocks, x3ybond, x10ybond, xcash

¢
, in the following manner

μeF (x) = xstocksσSλ
∗
S + (3.18)£

−x3ybondB (3)− x10ybondB (10)
¤
σrλ

∗
r +£

−x3ybondC (3)− x10ybondC (10)
¤
σπλ

∗
π,

σF (x) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
xstocksσS£

−x3ybondB (3)− x10ybondB (10)
¤
σr£

−x3ybondC (3)− x10ybondC (10)
¤
σπ

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (3.19)

When the investor moves at time t and the new tenure state and house size are

denoted by Inewt and Hnew
t respectively, the change in housing wealth is given

by dwH
t = qt (H

new
t −Ht). Denoting wH,new ≡ qtH

new
t , the change in financial

wealth is given by

dwF
t = −νrentwH,new

t for It = 0, Inewt = 0 (3.20)

dwF
t = −νownwH,new

t − wH,new
t for It = 0, Inewt = 1 (3.21)

dwF
t = −νrentwH,new

t + wH
t for It = 1, Inewt = 0 (3.22)

dwF
t = −νownwH,new

t − wH,new
t + wH

t for It = 1, I
new
t = 1 (3.23)

The state variables for the investor’s investment problem are given by I, wF ,

wH , l, q, r and t. From equations (3.15)-(3.23) it is clear that a housing and

other goods consumption strategy {ct, Ht}Tt is sustainable starting in state¡
I, wF , wH , l, q, r, t

¢
if and only if the consumption strategy {τct, τHt}Tt is sus-

tainable starting in state
¡
I, τwF , τwH , τ l, q, r, t

¢
for any τ > 0. From equation

(3.1) we see that the lifetime utility function, Ut, is homogeneous of degree 1−γ
in {ct,Ht}Tt , allowing us to simplify indirect utility as

J
¡
wF , wH , l, q, r, t

¢
= w1−γJ (1− Ih, h, y, q, r, t) . (3.24)

where h = wH/w and y = w/l. Similarly, from equations (3.15)-(3.23) it

is clear that consumption strategy {ct,Ht}Tt is sustainable starting in state¡
I, wF , wH , l, q, r, t

¢
if and only if the consumption strategy {ct, τHt}Tt is sus-

tainable starting in state
¡
I, wF , wH , l, q/τ , r, t

¢
for any τ > 0. Exploiting that

the lifetime utility function, Ut, is homogeneous of degree (1− γ)ψ in {Ht}Tt ,
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I can further simplify it as

J
¡
wF , wH , l, q, r, t

¢
=

µ
w

qψ

¶1−γ
J (I, 1− Ih, h, y, 1, r, t) (3.25)

≡
µ
w

qψ

¶1−γ
J̃ (I, y, h, r, t) . (3.26)

So two state variables are separable, which greatly helps for solving for the

optimal strategy.

3.2.7 Solution technique

Given the finite nature of the problem a solution exists. It is clear that we

have that J̃ (IT , yT , hT , rT , T ) = 0, since the investor derives no utility from

leaving a bequest. A grid over y, h, r and t is chosen to numerically solve for

J̃ (It, yt, ht, rt, t) and the optimal choices Inewt , Hnew
t , ct and xt backwards in

time. Without loss of generality we normalize wt = 1 and qt = 1 in each step.

Thus I determine J̃ (It, yt, ht, rt, t) by solving

J̃ (I, y, h, r, t) = max
Inewt ,Hnew

t ,ct,xt

³
c1−ψt (Hnew

t )ψ
´1−γ

1− γ
∆t+ (3.27)

E

⎡⎣β∆t

"
wt+∆t

qψt+∆t

#1−γ
J̃ (It+∆t, yt+∆t, ht+∆t, rt+∆t, t+ dt) |F

⎤⎦
with F = {wt = 1, qt = 1, yt, ht, rt, t}

where ∆t is the step size of the grid over time. To determine indirect utility

J̃ (It+∆t, yt+∆t, ht+∆t, rt+∆t, t+∆t) for values of yt+∆t, ht+∆t and rt+∆t not on

the grid, I use linear interpolation on log(J̃). The expectation is evaluated using

a 3-point Gaussian quadrature for each of the six sources of uncertainty repre-

sented by the six Brownian motions. For the optimization I use the Downhill

Simplex Method in Multidimensions (Nelder and Mead (1965)) which doesn’t

use any derivative information and is robust to different starting values. The

chosen timing of events in each period is the following.

1. The investor starts period t with normalised total wealth of wt = 1

and house price qt = 1. The state variables yt and ht determine the
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labor income rate lt = wt/yt, and the current house size Ht = wtht/qt

respectively.

2. The investor chooses the new tenure state, Inewt , and house size Hnew
t .

When Ht 6= Hnew
t or It 6= Inewt , the investor chose to move and trans-

action costs will be incurred. Irrespective of whether the investor moved

or not, rental or maintenance cost are incurred. The total housing costs,

denoted costst, are given by

costst = (1− Inew) ζHnewqt∆t + InewmHnewqt∆t + (3.28)

Ind {move}
£
(1− Inewt ) νrentHnew

t qt + Inewt νownHnew
t qt

¤
,

where Ind {move} is one (zero) when the investor moved (did not move).

3. The investor chooses consumption ct, such that the total wealth after

consumption and housing costs, ŵt, is at least zero for a renter or the

compulsory down payment on the house for a homeowner,

ŵt = wt − ct∆t− costst ≥ Inewt δHnew
t qt. (3.29)

4. Then the allocation at time t over stocks (stockt), 3-year bond (3ybondt),

10-year bond (10ybondt) and cash (casht) is chosen under the following

constraints

0 ≤ stockt ≤ ŵt − Inewt δHnew
t qt (3.30)

0 ≤ 3ybondt ≤ ŵt − Inewt δHnew
t qt (3.31)

Inewt (1− δ)Hnew
t qt ≤ 10ybondt ≤ ŵt − Inewt δHnew

t qt (3.32)

casht = ŵt − stockt − 3ybondt − 10ybondt (3.33)
−Inewt Hnew

t qt

Since a homeowner can take a mortgage of only a fraction (1− δ) of the

house value, his risky asset allocation cannot exceed ŵt − δHnew
t qt.

5. He earns a return on the financial assets and receives labor income re-
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sulting in

wt+∆t = casht+∆t + stockt+∆t + 3ybondt+∆t + (3.34)

10ybondt+∆t + Inewt Hnew
t qt+∆t + lt+∆t∆t

It+∆t = Inewt (3.35)

yt+∆t = wt+∆t/lt+∆t (3.36)

ht+∆t = Hnew
t qt+∆t/wt+∆t (3.37)

I choose ∆t = 1/12, i.e. a month. For y I choose a 60 point grid on

[∆t, 20]. For h I choose an equally-spaced grid on [0, 4] with step size 0.1.

3.3 Calibration

The parameter values for the asset price dynamics and labor income process are

presented in Table VIII. The values for the real riskless rate, expected inflation

rate and unexpected inflation rate are largely similar to chapter 2. There we

used quarterly data on US nominal interest rates and inflation from 1973Q1

to 2003Q4 and employed a Kalman filter technique. A faster mean reversion in

the real interest rate than in the expected inflation rate is in accordance with

e.g. Brennan and Xia (2002) and Campbell and Viceira (2001). In addition to

the parameters in chapter 2, I set the nominal unexpected inflation premium,

λu, equal to zero.

Also similar to chapter 2, parameter values for stock and house price dy-

namics are based on quarterly US data from 1980Q2 to 2003Q4. For the stock

data we used an index comprising all NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ firms.5 For

house price data we used a repeated sales index for houses in Atlanta, Boston,

Chicago and San Francisco.6 I have no data on market imputed rent, but for

the financial asset allocation θvλv − rimp and not λv and rimp seperately is

relevant. I can estimate θvλv− rimp from the data and simply set rimp equal to

the mean real interest rate r̄. As in chapter 2, I scale house price shocks with

a factor 5.6 around its mean to reflect the fact that house prices are subject to

idiosyncratic shocks in addition to aggregate shocks. In contrast to chapter 2,

5I would like to thank Kenneth R. French for making this data available at his website.
6I would like to thank the Case-Shiller-Weiss company for providing us with this data.
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Table VIII. Choice of asset price parameters.
The table reports calibrated values for the parameters that drive asset price and
labor income dynamics.
Parameter Estimate (Alternative)
Stock return: dS/S = (Rf + σSλS) dt+ σSdzS
σS 0.1748
λS 0.2288
Real riskless interest rate: dr = κ (r̄ − r) dt+ σrdzr
r̄ 0.0226
κ 0.6501
σr 0.0183
λr −0.3035
Expected inflation: dπ = α (π̄ − π) dt+ σπdzπ
π̄ 0.0351
α 0.0548
σπ 0.0191
λπ −0.1674
House price: dQ/Q =

¡
Rf + σQλQ − rimp

¢
dt+σQdzQ =

¡
Rf + θ0λ− rimp

¢
dt+θ0dz

θS 0.0079 (0.0000)
θr −0.0129 (0.0000)
θπ 0.0427 (0.0000)
θv 0.1418 (0.1500)
λv 0.1315 (0.1150)
rimp 0.0226
σQ 0.1500
λQ 0.1150

Realized inflation: dΠ/Π = πdt+ σΠdzΠ = πdt+ ξ0dz + ξudzu
ξS −0.0033
ξr 0.0067
ξπ 0.0012
ξv −0.0236 (0.0000)
ξu 0.0474 (0.0530)
λu 0.0000
σΠ 0.0535

Real labor income: dl/l = g (t) dt+ σldzl, where g (t) = b+ c (t+ 20) + 3d (t+ 20)2

σl 0.1000
b 0.1682
c −0.00323
d 0.000020
Correlations:
ρSr −0.1643
ρSπ 0.0544
ρrπ −0.2323
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Table IX Correlation matrix for (dzS, dzr, dzπ, dzQ, dzΠ, dzl)0

dzS dzr dzπ dzQ dzΠ dzl
dzs 1
dzr −0.1643 1
dzπ 0.0544 −0.2323 1
dzQ 0.0826 −0.1608 0.3075 1
dzΠ −0.0809 0.1294 −0.0090 −0.4355 1
dzl 0 0 0 0 0 1

here I calculate correlations with house price innovations on a yearly instead

of a quarterly basis. I choose to do so because house prices may adjust slower

to news than financial assets. Extending the calibration horizon beyond one

year makes little difference. Nominal house price changes are found to be neg-

atively correlated with real interest rate shocks and positively correlated with

expected inflation shocks. The scaling of house prices might lead to coefficients

of correlation with financial asset prices that are biased upwards in size. As

robustness check I investigate model outcomes with the alternative assumption

of correlations between housing and financial assets equal to zero.

I consider a horizon of T = 60 years, corresponding to age 20 to 80. The

investor is assumed to retire at time 45 or age 65. I follow Munk and Sørensen

(2005) by adapting the estimated labor income profile of Cocco, Gomes and

Maenhout (2005) to a continuous-time setting. The deterministic part of the

change in labor income is given by

g (t) = b+ 2c (t+ 20) + 3d (t+ 20)2 . (3.38)

where t+20 is the age. Cocco, Gomes and Maenhout (2005) estimate b, c and

d for three groups characterized by the highest level of education achieved:

"No High school", "High school" and "College". I focus on the "High school"

group. I follow Munk and Sørensen (2005) and set the income rate volatility

at σl = 0.10. Recall that after retirement (at age 65 or time 45) labor income

is assumed to be zero. Table IX provides the implied correlation matrix of the

stochastic vector (dzS, dzr, dzπ, dzQ, dzΠ, dzl)0.

Given the asset price dynamics in Table VIII we have the following hedge

portfolios. First, the portfolio hedging changes in real interest rate risk consists

of a long position in the 3-year bond and a short position in the 10-year bond.

This is a direct consequence of a faster mean reversion in the real interest rate
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Table X. Choice of other parameters.
The table reports calibrated values for the other parameters.
Variable Symbol Value
Risk aversion γ 3 or 9
Housing preferences ψ 0.20
Subjective discount rate β 0.96
Rental rate ζ 6.0%
Maintenance rate m 1.5%
Move to rent cost νrent 1.0%
Move to own cost νown 6.0%
Minimum down pay-
ment

δ 0.20

than in the expected inflation rate. For example from equation (3.19) I see

that a C (10) /C (3) = $2.78 position in the 3-year bond, a −$1.00 position in
a 10-year bond (and −$0.78 cash position) implies a zero loading on expected
inflation shocks and a negative loading of [−2.78B (3)− (−1.00)B (10)]σr =
−2.13σr on real interest rate shocks. So when the real interest rates decreases
by 1% (and consequently the investment opportunity set deteriorates), then

this bond portfolio shows a positive nominal return of 2.13%. Second, the

portfolio best offsetting changes in the nominal house price implied by the cal-

ibrated parameter values is a short stock, short 3-year bond, long 10-year bond

(and short cash) portfolio. This can be easily obtained by solving σF = −θ in
equation (3.19). For an investor expecting to downsize his housing position this

is the appropriate hedge portfolio. For an investor who is expecting to buy a

(bigger) house in the near future the opposite position is needed. However, we

should bear in mind that it is just a partial hedge and that most of the hous-

ing risk is idiosyncratic and unhedgeable. Third, the financial portfolio best

hedging unexpected inflation risk consist of short stocks, short 3-year bonds,

long 10-year bonds. However, the part of unexpected inflation that can be

hedged with financial assets is small. By assumption labor income risk cannot

be hedged at all.

Table X provides the other parameter values. For the risk aversion para-

meter I examine two values: γ = 3 for an aggressive and γ = 9 for a more

risk-averse investor. Housing preferences are ψ = 0.2, which is the same as in

Yao and Zhang (2005) (in contrast, Cocco (2005) chooses ψ = 0.1). The sub-

jective discount rate is set at β = 0.96. Following Yao and Zhang (2005), the
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rent rate is ζ = 6%, maintenance costs are m = 1.5%, transaction costs when

moving to own are νown = 6% and the down payment on the house is δ = 20%

(Cocco (2005) chooses 1%, 8% and 15% for m, νown and δ respectively). Yao

and Zhang (2005) assume a zero transaction cost for moving to a rental house.

Taking into account the cost of for example moving furniture and in-house

painting, I consider a modest νrent = 1% more reasonable.

3.4 Results

I solved the model presented in Section 2 using calibrated parameter values

presented in Section 3. The solution comprises the optimal choice for tenure,

house size, financial portfolio and consumption conditional on the state. The

non-separable state variables for the problem are, the current tenure indicator,

I, wealth to labor income ratio, y, housing to wealth ratio, h, real interest rate,

r, and time. The number of state variables is too large too show the full solution

in one or two graphs. Instead I illustrate the model implications in other ways.

Most importantly, I simulate paths for the non-separable state variables using

derived optimal choices and doing so also simultaneously obtain values for

the choice variables and separable state-variables (in particular total wealth).

I will show results for the mean investor, determined by averaging state and

choice variables for a 1000 (simulated) investors of equal age. As starting values

for the non-separable state variables at age 20 I choose I0 = 0, i.e. a renter,

y0 = 1/12, i.e. starting wealth equal to one month salary, h0 = 30, i.e. a rental

house worth 30 times the starting wealth, r0 = r̄, i.e. the real interest rate is

at his long-run average. I normalise total wealth and the house price at age 20,

i.e. w0 = 1 and q0 = 1. In addition to the simulation exercise I will illustrate

the impact of house size on optimal choices by varying the housing to wealth

ratio, h, and fixing the other state variables.

Figure III shows consumption and house size for the mean investor with

risk aversion parameter γ = 3. These are the two variables that enter the

investor’s lifetime utility function as presented in equation (3.1). Figure IV

shows the annualised move rate for the mean investor and the fraction of

investors owning the house they live in. Young investors have large human

capital and little wealth, which makes them borrowing constraint. Over time
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Figure III: Housing and other goods cons. for the mean γ = 3 investor
Values are based on the mean of a 1000 simulations with I0 = 0, y0 = 1/12, h0 = 30
and r0 = r̄ as start values at age 20. I normalise w0 = q0 = 1.
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Figure IV: Move rate and fraction owning for the mean γ = 3 investor
Values are based on the mean of a 1000 simulations with I0 = 0, y0 = 1/12, h0 = 30
and r0 = r̄ at age 20. I normalise w0 = q0 = 1. The move rate is annualised.
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the investor’s wage increase and we see in Figure III both housing and other

goods consumption rise between age 20 and 40. In Figure IV we see that no

investor owns in this phase of life. Investors have too little wealth saved to

pay the down payment on a reasonable size house. Most investors move too

bigger rental houses in this period though. Recall that moves are generated

for endogenous reasons only in my model. Around age 40 investors buy their

first home. Most of the time this is a smaller home than the one they were

renting just before. We can see this by the decline in house size in Figure III

or the many moves down around this age in Figure IV. Owning involves lower

per period costs than renting which makes investors eager to buy, even if they

have not enough wealth to pay for the down payment of a house as big as the

one they are renting. Around age 50 most investors own the house they live in.

The mean house size rises until age 60, is then fairly constant until age 70, and

then starts decreasing again. Since I do not have a bequest motive, investors

want to consume all their wealth before they die. Because of the compulsory

down payment on the house, the investor optimally decreases house size (and

therefore down payment) and eventually starts renting towards the end of his

life. In Figure IV the move from own to rental house is visible by the large

moving rate around age 78. Because lower per period housing than rental

costs, housing wealth is released fairly late in life. This causes consumption to

be large in the last period of life.

Next I’ll discuss the portfolio choice and wealth accumulation for the mean

investor with risk aversion parameter γ = 3 and γ = 9, presented in Figures V

and VI respectively. Portfolio shares add up to one. The (negative) mortgage

exactly cancels against the part of housing wealth that exceeds the dashed,

horizontal line for the total portfolio share equals one. Consequently, net hous-

ing wealth is exactly the part of housing wealth that is underneath this dashed,

horizontal line. I also plot total wealth.

In the first years after age 20 the investor has very little wealth. Both the

aggressive γ = 3 and the more risk-averse γ = 9 investor choose a fairly conser-

vative portfolio, considering their huge human capital. Because labor income

and rent costs are risky, the holding of some wealth is partially motivated as

a buffer stock. The investor cannot hedge against rental (i.e. house price) in-

creases because this mainly involves a negative 10-year bond position. Labor

income shocks cannot be hedged either. Instead the investor holds bonds to
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Figure V: Portfolio choice and wealth for the mean γ = 3 investor
Values are based on the mean of a 1000 simulations with I0 = 0, y0 = 1/12, h0 = 30
and r0 = r̄ as start values at age 20. I normalise w0 = q0 = 1.
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Figure VI: Portfolio choice and wealth for the mean γ = 9 investor
Values are based on the mean of a 1000 simulations with I0 = 0, y0 = 1/12, h0 = 30
and r0 = r̄ as start values at age 20. I normalise w0 = q0 = 1.
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hedge real interest rate shocks and some stocks to exploit the equity premium.

The aggressive γ = 3 investor mainly holds 3-year bonds for the hedge against

real interest rate risk. The more risk-averse γ = 9 has a larger hedge demand

and chooses 10-year bonds, that have a larger absolute loading on real inter-

est rate risk. Between age 35 and 40 somewhat more wealth is accumulated

and the buffer stock role of the wealth holding becomes less relevant. Wealth is

still small compared to human capital though, creating a desire to leverage risk

taking in the financial portfolio. Since stocks have the largest risk premium,

most investment is in stocks in this period.

Around age 40 a house is purchased. Both the γ = 3 and the γ = 9 investor

choose a pure adjustable-rate mortgage at this point in life, reflecting the desire

to leverage the risk exposure. The financial portfolio still consists mainly of

stocks, but there is also a small holding of 10-year bonds. The purpose of this

10-year bond holding is again to hedge real interest changes. A 3-year bond

has a larger relative loading on real interest rate shocks (relative to expected

inflation shocks), but 10-year bonds have a larger absolute loading on real

interest rate shocks. The latter is preferred by the 40 year old investor who still

has a large human capital creating a desire to leverage the stock exposure which

in turn leaves little financial wealth for hedging purposes. The hedging demand

is bigger for the more risk averse γ = 9 investor. As wealth is accumulated

between age 40 and 65 and human capital is capitalised, the desire for leveraged

stock exposure decreases and the hedge demand increases. For the γ = 3

investor this results in increasing 10-year bond holdings. The γ = 9 investor,

who has less demand for stocks and therefore more financial wealth available

for hedging real interest rate risk, gradually switches to 3-year bonds between

age 55 and 65. In fact, the 10-year bond position becomes negative, indicating

that not a pure adjustable-rate mortgage, but a hybrid mortgage is optimal

here. The optimal mortgage choice at retirement is consistent with results

presented in chapter 2, where I abstracted from labor income. In chapter 2 I

showed that there is a large welfare loss when no hybrid mortgage is available

and the investor has to choose either an ARM or an FRM.

Even though the main motivation for holding bonds is the hedge against

real interest changes, there is an additional effect. The investor takes into

account he will downsize his housing wealth and eventually rent again during

retirement. This creates a motive to hedge against falling house prices. As
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Figure VII: Portfolio choice and wealth for the mean γ = 3 investor
(completely idiosyncratic house risk)
Values are based on the mean of a 1000 simulations with I0 = 0, y0 = 1/12, h0 = 30
and r0 = r̄ as start values at age 20. I normalise w0 = q0 = 1. I use the alternative
assumption of zero correlation between the house price and asset prices, as presented
in the third column of Table VIII.
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Table XI. Financial portfolio choice for different housing to wealth
ratios
The table presents optimal financial portfolio choice for a homeowner of age 65 with
a wealth to labor income ratio equal to the mean of the simulation analysis, an
interest rate equal to the long run mean r̄ and housing to wealth ratios ranging
from 0.2 to 0.8. In addition it presents the wealth equivalent value, defined as the
wealth needed to attain the same utility as with the optimal housing to wealth ratio
and 100 wealth. Move indicates an investor optimally chooses to change house size.
For h < 0.2 and h > 0.8 the investor chooses to move.
Panel A: the investor has risk aversion γ = 3

Variable h = 0.2 h = 0.3 h = 0.4 h = 0.5 h = 0.6 h = 0.7 h = 0.8

weq 101.55 100.49 100.00 100.12 100.67 101.40 102.04
Hnew
t qt/ŵt 0.21 0.31 0.41 0.51 0.61 0.71 0.81

stockt 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.27
3ybondt 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.12 0.03 0.00 0.00
10ybondt 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.44 0.52 0.56 0.56

casht −0.16 −0.24 −0.32 −0.40 −0.48 −0.56 −0.64
Panel B: the investor has risk aversion γ = 9

Variable h = 0.2 h = 0.3 h = 0.4 h = 0.5 h = 0.6 h = 0.7 h = 0.8

weq 100.45 100.00 100.44 101.26 move move move
Hnew
t qt/ŵt 0.21 0.31 0.41 0.51 move move move

stockt 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.11 move move move
3ybondt 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.79 move move move
10ybondt −0.12 −0.10 −0.07 −0.01 move move move

casht −0.04 −0.14 −0.25 −0.39 move move move

discussed in section 3 this calls for a long 10-year bond and a short 3-year

bond position. In Figure VII I present portfolio shares for a γ = 3 investor

under the alternative assumption of zero correlation between the house price

and financial asset prices. Indeed the 10-year bond allocation is lower and

the 3-year bond allocation larger without this additional hedge demand. This

hedge demand is also detectable in Figures V and VI, where the 10-year bond

position decreases and the 3-year bond position increases once the house is

sold. Further comparing Figures V and VII we see little differences between

the two graphs earlier in life, indicating that hedging house price risk with

financial assets does not play a very important role in the accumulation phase

of life.7

Having illustrated the model implications for the mean investor using a

7As Sinai and Souleles (2004) notice, owning itself may provide a hedge against future
housing costs risk, which in turn might influence the tenure decision.
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simulation analysis, I now turn my attention to the impact of house size on

optimal portfolio choice. Table IV shows the optimal portfolio choice for a

homeowner at retirement age (65) for different housing to wealth ratios. Again

I consider both an aggressive γ = 3 (Panel A) and a more risk-averse γ = 9

(Panel B) investor. The wealth to labor income ratio and the real interest rate

are fixed and set at the mean value of the previous simulation exercise. That

is, y = 12 and r = r̄ for both the γ = 3 and γ = 9 investor. Notice that

the housing allocation Hnew
t qt/ŵt is slightly above the housing wealth ratio

because the latter is measured relative to start of period wealth (wt) while the

first is measured relative to wealth after consumption and housing costs (ŵt). I

also report the wealth equivalent value defined as the wealth needed to attain

the same utility as with the optimal housing to wealth ratio and 100 wealth. I

have

weq (h) = 100 ∗
h
J̃
¡
0, 12, hoptimal, r̄, 45

¢
/J (0, 12, h, r̄, 45)

i1/(1−γ)
, (3.39)

where I use hoptimal for the housing to wealth ratio that is optimal given the

values of the other state variables.

At any time an investor has the possibility to move to the house size that is

optimal given the values of the other state variables. However, because moving

involves transaction costs, there is range for the housing to wealth ratio where

the investor optimally chooses not to move. For the γ = 3 investor this is

h ∈ [0.2, 0.8]. When the housing to wealth ratio is outside this range, he will
optimally choose to move to a house that brings him inside the range again.

The range is more narrow for the more risk averse γ = 9 investor compared to

the aggressive γ = 3 investor. The optimal housing to wealth ratio is lower for

the γ = 9 investor. At this age the investor is over exposed to house price risk,

considering the limited (house price dependent) housing costs during residual

life. This makes a more risk-averse investor less willing to own a large house.

For larger housing to wealth ratios the investor can take a larger mortgage.

However, because of the required down payment, the investor has less wealth

available to take long positions in financial assets. Recall that the size of the

mortgage may not exceed 1 − δ times the housing wealth at any time, not

only at moments the investor adjusts his mortgage size. With less financial

wealth available the investor tends to shift his bond portfolio to long-term
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bonds which have a larger absolute loading on real interest rate risk. Doing so

he can maintain the appropriate hedge against changing interest rates. This

results in the general tendency to increase the maturity of bond portfolio with

the housing to wealth ratio. Stock allocation tends to be crowded out more for

larger housing to wealth ratios. However, there is an additional, superposed,

effect that blurs the picture somewhat. Investors act less risk averse close to

the border of the no-move region than close to the optimal housing to wealth

ratio.8 In Panel A this is best visible by the high 10-year bond allocation at

the left border of the no-move region (h = 0.2). In Panels B it is more clearly

visible by the slightly rising stock allocation near the right border of the no-

move region (h = 0.4 vs. h = 0.5).

3.5 Conclusion

I investigated housing and portfolio choice under stochastic inflation and real

interest rates. Both housing and financial portfolio choice show a clear life-

cycle pattern. When just entering the labor force an investor is very borrowing

constrained and prefers to rent. After having saved for the down payment he

buys a house and enjoys lower per period, per unit housing cost. At the very

end of life he starts renting again, which enables him to consume the down

payment on the previously owned house.

Young homeowners choose an ARM and invest financial wealth mainly in

stocks. At retirement bonds play an important role, mainly as hedge against

changes in the real interest rate. The mean-reversion in the real interest rate

is faster than in the expected inflation rate. This implies that the sensitivity

to real interest rate shocks relative to the sensitivity to expected inflation rate

shocks will be higher for short-term bonds than for long-term bonds. The ab-

solute sensitivity to both shocks is higher for a long-term bond though. An ag-

gressive investor, who is still very financially constrained at retirement, mainly

chooses 10-year bonds for the hedge against real interest rates and continues to

finance his house with an ARM. A more risk-averse investor prefers short-term

bonds to hedge real interest changes and switches to a hybrid mortgage, being

a combination of an ARM and an FRM.
8See e.g. Grossman and Laroque (1990) for a study on optimal behavior in the presence

of an illliquid asset like a house.
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The choice on mortgage type is first and foremost a choice between different

interest rate products and, as I showed, should therefore be analysed in con-

junction with the other financial decisions. However, there might be additional

effects from which I abstracted in the current analysis. First, the payments on

an FRM are higher than on an ARM for a normal, upward-sloping, nominal

interest rate curve. In countries where mortgage payments are tax deductible

this might result in larger tax benefits for homeowners financing their house

with an FRM. Second, holders of an FRM might have a prepayment option,

which in turn will give rise to a premium on the mortgage payments. Third, in

reality some homeowners default on their mortgage. Incoporating these effects

is a challenging avenue for future research.





Chapter 4

Optimal intergenerational risk
sharing

This chapter is based on Van Hemert (2005b).

Abstract

In this chapter I study optimal intergenerational transfer policy under stochas-

tic labor income and capital returns. It has implications for Social Security,

government tax and debt policy, and DB pension funds. A stylized two-period

overlapping-generations model is developed where a central planner imple-

ments pay-as-you-go transfers. I allow for autocorrelation in the labor income

and skewness in the capital return and calibrate the model parameters to US

data. I show that state-contingent transfers facilitate intergenerational risk

sharing in a way that is similar to portfolio insurance using put options. That

is, the working generation provides downside risk insurance to the old on their

savings. In addition, when no riskfree asset is available, these transfers improve

utility by substituting for this missing asset. I further find that imposing an

incentive constraint for the working generation has little impact when transfers

also have this substitution role, but it causes the transfer scheme to collapse

to the zero-transfer scheme when a risk free asset is available.
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4.1 Introduction

It is by now known that a central planner, like the government, can facilitate

risk sharing in addition to free market possibilities. It can do so by imple-

menting intergenerational transfers; for example via Social Security. There is

surprisingly little literature though on the transfer scheme that is optimal from

this intergenerational risk sharing perspective. The papers that do exist on this

topic focus on sharing aggregate labor income risk by assuming a constant Pay-

As-You-Go (PAYG) tax on the working generations’ labor income. However, I

will show that risk sharing with an optimally chosen state-contingent PAYG

tax involves much larger welfare gains. Moreover, the focus on labor income

risk is very restrictive. As I will illustrate using U.S. data, the return on the

savings of the retired generations is subject to much greater stochastic fluctu-

ations creating a much larger potential for intergenerational risk sharing.

This study is the first (to the best of my knowledge) to analyse intergener-

ational risk sharing taking into account the financial risk of both the workers

and the retirees. I study a stylized two-period overlapping-generations model

where the young generation faces stochastic labor income and the old genera-

tion faces a stochastic return on its savings. The central planner implements

transfers from the young to the old (i.e. PAYG transfers) as to maximize the

unconditional expected utility for the steady state generation. The size of the

transfer depends on both the young generation’s realised labor income (afford-

ability) and the old generation’s pre-transfer wealth (desirability). The latter

is determined by the old’s labor income, consumption and transfer paid when

they were young and the return on their savings. I focus on a small open econ-

omy where the transfers do not influence future marginal productivity of labor

and capital.

Another important part of my set-up is the assumed joint stochastic process

for the labor income and capital return. I will use data on US GNP and the US

stock market to proxy for labor income and capital return. I assume a four state

Markov process which allows me to match the mean, standard deviation and

skewness in the labor income and capital return as well as the autocorrelation

in labor income.

I consider several alternative model specifications to further deepen the

understanding of intergenerational risk sharing. I analyse the model with and
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without an additional, risk free investment asset. Moreover, I investigate to

what extent intergenerational risk sharing is possible when voluntary coop-

eration is required. By imposing an incentive constraint for the young the

implementation of the transfer scheme will be enhanced. I consider this a first

step towards more advanced modeling of the political voting system.

Academics have shown interest in intergenerational transfers for a long

time. Diamond (1965) showed that a decentralized, non-stochastic economy

can be dynamically inefficient and that transfers from young to old can be

Pareto improving. Only more recently, academics started to stress the ability

of a central planner to facilitate intergenerational risk sharing. For an early

treatment see e.g. Merton (1983) or Gordon and Varian (1988). To evaluate

the welfare impact of intergenerational risk sharing, often Pareto optimality

is considered. However, in a stochastic setting this may be defined in different

manners, depending on the moment different agents’ welfare is evaluated. With

interim Pareto optimality agents’ welfare is evaluated at birth. This concept

is rather weak since it does not take into account insurance possibilities across

states of the world one is born in. In this study I use the concept of ex ante

Pareto optimality which does take into account these insurance possibilities.

For my model set-up this boils down to maximizing unconditional expected

utility for the steady state generation.1

The study closest in spirit to mine is De Menil and Sheshinski (2004). As

in this paper they study PAYG transfers in a two-period overlapping genera-

tions model, use ex ante optimality for the steady state generation as Pareto

concept, and focus on a small open economy. Transfers are restricted to be

a constant fraction of the young’s labor income. Necessary conditions for the

optimal PAYG rate to be nonzero are derived. They further show under gen-

eral conditions that the greater the variability of labor income, the greater

the desirability of a PAYG system. For selected countries they calibrate their

model parameters and numerically solve for the optimal values.

Bohn (2003) provides comparative statics on ex ante Pareto optimality in

an economy with stochastic productivity shocks. Wages are more exposed to

productivity risk than the return on capital. He argues that in practice the

promised transfers from the workers to the retirees are often safe and therefore

1For a further discussion on Pareto optimality concepts see e.g. Demange and Laroque
(1999) and Demange (2002).
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seem to shift risk in the wrong direction. However, besides productivity risk,

capital is subject to stochastic depreciation shocks. As he shows himself, this

makes the return on capital more risky than wages. Taking into account the

possible role for transfers to share this depreciation risk as well might overturn

his conclusion.

Krueger and Kubler (2005) study the impact of introducing a 2% PAYG

pension rate. In a small open economy it can be interim Pareto improving,

but this is mitigated by a capital crowding-out effect in a general equilibrium

setting. For several reasons their results are hard to compare with mine. First

they focus on the weaker interim Pareto optimality concept. Second, the trans-

fers are of a very particular form, which is likely to be far from the optimal

PAYG rate. Third, they assume no riskless borrowing, but households can sell

short the risky asset. This implies that very young households have to cut

consumption or bear additional risk to pay for the pension tax.

This study extends De Menil and Sheshinsky (2004), Bohn (2003), and

Krueger and Kubler (2005) along various dimensions. First, while these papers

restrict the transfer to be a constant fraction of labor income, this paper allows

transfers to depend on all available information. That is, the transfer is con-

ditional on the entire history of the realised labor income and capital return.

Second, I use a more realistic stochastic setting with skewness in the labor

income and capital return and autocorrelation in the labor income. Third, I

shed light on the implication of adding a risk free asset to the investment op-

portunity set. Fourth, I examine to what extent intergenerational transfers can

be incentive compatible for the paying generation.

I start by assuming there is only a single asset available; which is risky.

State-contingent transfers facilitate intergenerational risk sharing in a way

that is similar to portfolio insurance using put options. That is, the work-

ing generation provides downside risk insurance to the old on their savings.

However, this insurance is imperfect in the sense that the old also bear part

of the downside risk. Moreover, the transfer depends not only on the old’s

desirability of a transfer, but also on the young’s affordability. That is, ce-

teris paribus we see larger transfers when the young received a high labor

income. In the absence of a risk free asset the intergenerational transfers serve

an additional purpose. The transfer can be considered as being the sum of a

zero-mean, state-dependent component and a constant component. The first
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component provides the downside risk insurance to the old on their savings.

The second component effectively substitutes for the missing riskfree asset.

For a low degree of risk aversion the added value of the transfer scheme comes

from the downside risk sharing, while as for a high degree of risk aversion the

substitution of the missing risk free asset is more important. Based on model

parameter values calibrated to U.S. data I find that for the downside risk shar-

ing the capital return risk is more important than the labor income risk. Not

only the standard deviation of the log capital return matters, but negative

skewness also plays a substantial role. Furthermore, I provide evidence that

risk is effectively only shared over generations not too far apart in time. I find

that cooperation by the young is only an issue for low degrees of risk aver-

sion. For high degrees of risk aversion the substitution of the absent risk free

asset provides a major incentive to cooperate even for generations that face a

transfer with a less attractive state-dependent component.

Next I assume a risk free asset is present. In this set-up the risk free as-

set represents a long-term investment (e.g. with a horizon of 20 years) that

provides a fixed real return (i.e. inflation corrected). In reality most long-term

bonds are nominal and over the long run these are quite risky in real terms.2

However the market for inflation-indexed bonds might mature and this analysis

explores the implications for intergenerational risk sharing. Some of the results

change compared to the case when no risk free asset is present. Obviously the

substitution role of intergenerational transfers disappears. However, the young

still provide imperfect downside risk protection to the old on their savings.

This risk sharing causes the optimal risky asset allocation to be greater than it

would have been under autarky. Cooperation by the young is now a major is-

sue for all degrees of risk aversion. In fact, imposing an incentive constraint for

the young causes the zero transfer scheme to be the only implementable one.

This again illustrates that the substitution role is linked to implementability

of the fully optimal state-contingent transfer scheme.

The structure of this chapter is the following. In section 2 I present the

general model set-up, discuss the characteristics of the assumed joint stochas-

tic process for the labor income and capital return, and explain the solution

technique. The calibration of the model parameters is presented in section 3. I

2See e.g. Campbell and Viceira (2002, p.109) for an illustration.
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discuss optimal transfer policy without risk free asset in section 4 and with risk

free asset in section 5. Section 6 concludes, discusses implications for Social

Security reform and suggests directions for future research.

4.2 A 2-period overlapping generations model

I first discuss the model set-up. Second, I present details on the assumed sto-

chastic environment. Third, I explain two numerical techniques to solve the

model. These two techniques are consistent with each other, but both have

their own advantages.

4.2.1 Set-up of the model

I consider a stylized overlapping generations model where generations live for

two periods. In the first period a generation works and is referred to as young.

In the second period a generation invests his savings and is referred to as old.

I abstract from population growth and intermediate death, so the young and

old generation have an equal number of members. The labor income, Y , and

the capital return on savings, R, in period t are determined by the state of the

world, ωt, which is assumed to follow a Markov process. Further introducing

notation, ω is an element of the finite space Ω. I assume the state of the

world is exogenous, which seems a reasonable assumption for a small open

economy where foreign capital can flow in and out freely. In addition to the

two generations alive in a certain period there is a third player referred to as

the central planner. The central planner may transfer wealth between the two

generations alive. Following De Menil and Sheshinsky (2004) I assume that

institutional requirements are such that only transfers from the young to the

old (i.e. PAYG transfers) can be implemented.

After the state of the world in period t is known the following actions are

taken by the players. The central planner implements a transfer of size xt ≥ 0
from the young to the old. The young generation chooses consumption cyt , and

consequently saves Y (ωt)− xt − cyt . The young’s optimal savings turn out to

be always positive, so we do not have to consider a nonnegativity constraint.
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The old consume cot = st + xt, where

st =
£
Y (ωt−1)− xt−1 − cyt−1

¤
R (ωt) (4.1)

is the old’s pre-transfer wealth. Since the old simply consume all wealth avail-

able to them, only the young and the central planner have a choice to make.

The exogenous state of the world, ωt, and the endogenous old’s pre-transfer

wealth, st, together summarize all relevant information on the state of the

economy in period t, denoted (ωt, st). The policy functions cy and x for the

young and the central planner respectively specify the actions for all possible

states of the economy.

The young in period t maximize expected utility conditional on the realised

state of the economy in period t. That is

cy (ωt, st) = argmax
cy

Et[u {cy} (4.2)

+βu {(Y (ωt)− x (ωt, st)− cy)R (ωt+1) + x (ωt+1, st+1)}],

for all ωt ∈ Ω and st ≥ 0, where β is the subjective discount factor. I assume
u is of power utility form with coefficient of relative risk aversion γ. That is

u {c} =
¡
c1−γ − 1

¢
/ (1− γ) for γ > 1, (4.3)

u {c} = log (c) for γ = 1 (4.4)

The central planner maximizes unconditional expected utility for the steady

state generation. That is

x = arg max
x(ω,s),
ω∈Ω,s≥0

E [u {cy}+ βu {st+1 + x (ωt+1, st+1)}] , where (4.5)

st+1 = [Y (ωt)− x (ωt, st)− cy]R (ωt+1)

Even though the young’s and central planner’s objective look very similar,

there is a potential conflict of interest. The young might consume too much

from the perspective of the central planner because they anticipate the central

planner will find it optimal to bail them out once they are old via a large

intergenerational transfer. I will assume the central planner can credibly com-

mit to transfers as if the young chose the socially optimal consumption, to
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which the young will optimally react by actually choosing the socially opti-

mal consumption. In equation (4.2) this subtle point is reflected by writing

x (ωt+1, st+1) instead of x (ωt+1, (Y (ωt)− x (ωt, st)− cy)R (ωt+1)), indicating

that the young at time t take x (ωt+1, st+1) as given for their consumption

choice. In words, the young take into account the impact of their action (con-

sumption choice) on pre-transfer wealth, but ignore the possible influence on

the receivable transfer when old. Two different motivations can be given for

this. First, consumption of a single member of a generation is small compared

to the consumption of the whole generation and members cannot coordinate.

Second, st+1 merely summarizes the relevant informational content of the infi-

nite realised exogenous states of the world, (ωt, ωt−1, ...). The central planner

can alternatively formulate his transfers in terms of this history directly. Then

assuming the central planner is the Stackelberg leader in the game with the

young also aligns the desired young’s consumption.

So equivalently we can just assume the central planner sets both young’s

consumption and transfers and the optimization problem can be written as

V̄ = max
cy(ω,s),x(ω,s),

ω∈Ω,s≥0

E [u {cy (ωt, st)}+ βu {st+1 + x (ωt+1, st+1)}] (4.6)

st+1 = [Y (ωt)− x (ωt, st)− cy (ωt, st)]R (ωt+1)

where we introduced V̄ as the highest obtainable unconditional expected util-

ity. I will assume that the return on capital is finite. Since only transfers from

the young to the old are allowed, this implies that total resources available in

period t, Yt+st, is bounded. This in turn implies that expected utility in (4.5)

or (4.6) is bounded and therefore that the problem is well defined.

Subsequent generations have only at a single point in time both positive

wealth. I make the assumption that subsequent generations cannot make finan-

cial contracts with each other. This can either be motivated by moral hazard

problems making borrowing against human capital impossible or by assuming

that a generation is not adult yet before it receives labor income in the model

making it impossible to participate in a financial contract. So the focus of this

paper is on intergenerational risk sharing that is impossible in the marketplace.

I present the solution to above model in Section 4. I extend the model by

introducing a risk free asset in Section 5. In both Sections I investigate impli-
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cations of having an incentive constraint for the young. That is, the transfer

scheme must be such that the young voluntarily choose to cooperate over au-

tarky in every state of the world.

4.2.2 A four-state Markov process

The joint process for the labor income and capital return is assumed to be

Markovian and stationary. This means that I abstract from a trend in the

labor income process which I consider reasonable given that the focus is on risk

sharing. This results in conservative values for the intergenerational transfers

and the associated utility gain since a positive growth rate g effectively implies

a simple return g on PAYG transfers. Introducing notation, the world can be

in four states with the following unconditional probabilities:

ω1: P
¡
R = RH , Y = Y H

¢
= κ

ω2: P
¡
R = RH , Y = Y L

¢
= p− κ

ω3: P
¡
R = RL, Y = Y H

¢
= q − κ

ω4: P
¡
R = RL, Y = Y L

¢
= 1− p− q + κ

Notice that the capital return is high (R = RH) with unconditional probability

p and low (R = RL) with unconditional probability 1 − p. Labor income is

high (Y = Y H) with unconditional probability q and low (Y = Y L) with

unconditional probability 1− q. The parameter κ will be used to capture the

correlation between the labor income and capital return.

Now I turn to determining the transition matrix, T , i.e. a 4 ∗ 4 matrix
with as (i, j)-th element the probability of transition from state ωi to state ωj.

For consistency with unconditional probabilities we must have the relation

(κ, p− κ, q − κ, 1− p− q + κ)T = (κ, p− κ, q − κ, 1− p− q + κ). I assume

that ωt has no predicting power for Rt+1, implying that the capital return

is iid.3 As a result columns 1 and 2 of T should add up to p times the unity

vector, and columns 3 and 4 to 1−p times the unity vector. Moreover I assume
that Yt summarizes all relevant information at time t for predicting Yt+1. So Rt

contains no relevant information in addition to Yt on future probabilities. As

3Empirical support for mean-reversion in stock prices leading to negative autocorrelation
in stock returns is weak and limited to 3 to 8 year horizons. See e.g. Fama and French (1988),
Poterba and Summers (1988) and Lo (1991).
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a result row 1 and 3 as well as row 2 and 4 of T should be equal. Under above

assumptions it is straightforward to show that T must be of the following form

T =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
κ p− κ q − κ 1− p− q + κ

κ p− κ q − κ 1− p− q + κ

κ p− κ q − κ 1− p− q + κ

κ p− κ q − κ 1− p− q + κ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.7)

+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
q
0 0 0

0 1
1−q 0 0

0 0 1
q
0

0 0 0 1
1−q

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

λ −λ μ −μ
−λ λ −μ μ

λ −λ μ −μ
−λ λ −μ μ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The case λ = μ = 0 corresponds to a situation with zero autocorrelation in

labor income. The more positive λ and μ are, the more positive autocorrelation

in labor income there is. The magnitude of λ relative to μ determines the

correlation between Rt+1 and Yt+1 conditional on Yt. I will assume a constant

conditional correlation which will result in values for λ and μ close to each

other but not exactly equal.

The input parameters RH , RL, p, Y H , Y L, q, κ, λ and μ together uniquely

define the joint stochastic process for the capital return and labor income. To

enhance interpretation of the stochastic process I reparameterize these input

parameters in equations (4.8)-(4.16) using the first moments of the log capital

return and the log labor income. Define rH ≡ log
¡
RH
¢
and rL ≡ log

¡
RL
¢
.

Now the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of skewness are given by

r̄ = prH + (1− p) rL (4.8)

σr =

q
p (rH − r̄)2 + (1− p) (rL − r̄)2 (4.9)

csr =
h
p
¡
rH − r̄

¢3
+ (1− p)

¡
rL − r̄

¢3i
/σ3r (4.10)

Similarly define yH ≡ log
¡
Y H
¢
and yL ≡ log

¡
Y L
¢
. The consumption rates,

and the wealth equivalent numbers I will typically report do not depend on the

mean labor income. This is a direct consequence of the chosen power utility

form. As a result I can set the mean log labor income at 0 without loss of

generality. Using the definitions for the standard deviation and coefficient of
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skewness we have

0 = qyH + (1− q) yL (4.11)

σy =

q
q (yH)2 + (1− q) (yL)2 (4.12)

csy =
h
p
¡
yH
¢3
+ (1− q)

¡
yL
¢3i

/σ3y (4.13)

Matching the correlation between the log capital return and log labor income

gives

ρrtyt = [κ
¡
rH − r̄

¢
yH + (p− κ)

¡
rH − r̄

¢
yL + (4.14)

(q − κ)
¡
rL − r̄

¢
yH + (1− p− q + κ)

¡
rL − r̄

¢
yL]/ (σrσy)

Matching the unconditional autocorrelation in the log labor income gives

ρytyt−1 = [
¡
q2 + λ+ μ

¢ ¡
yH
¢2
+ 2 (q (1− q)− λ− μ) yHyL + (4.15)¡

(1− q)2 + λ+ μ
¢ ¡

yL
¢2
]/
¡
σ2y
¢

Finally, without working out fully here, we impose that the conditional auto-

correlation in labor income is constant

ρrtyt|yt−1=yH = ρrtyt|yt−1=yL (4.16)

I will calibrate r̄, σr, csr, σy, csy, ρrtyt and ρytyt−1 to US data in Section 3.

4.2.3 Solution technique

In this subsection I present two techniques to solve for optimal consumption

and transfers. The first solution technique uses an iterative procedure and will

be referred to as the iterative solution technique. It is similar to Deaton and

Laroque’s (1992) technique, but an adjustment is needed to make it applicable

to our steady state setting. Define expected utility for the young at time t while

being in state of the economy (ωt, st) by Vt (ωt, st). The central planner’s objec-

tive is to maximize the unconditional expected value of Vt, which we denoted

V̄ . This means the central planner puts equal weight on the expected utility

of all generations. First define the state-dependent value function W (ω, s)
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W (ωt, st) = max
cy(ω,s),x(ω,s),

ω∈Ω,s≥0

Et

£¡
V (ωt, st)− V̄

¢
+
¡
V (ωt+1, st+1)− V̄

¢
+ ...

¤
(4.17)

I take conditional expected utilities in deviation from the unconditional ex-

pected utility to make W (ωt, st) bounded for all (ωt, st). Now the following

equation holds

W (ω, s) = max
cy(ω,s),x(ω,s),

ω∈Ω,s≥0

E
£
u {cy}+ βu {s+ x}− V̄ +W

¡
ω+, s+

¢¤
, (4.18)

where ω+ and s+ are the successors of ω and s respectively. Using (4.18)

we can solve for the policy functions cy and x using an iterative procedure.

Specifically, choose a grid on s. Remember that Ω was already assumed to be

finite. Determine a new estimate for W on the left-hand side by using values

from the previous iteration step forW on the right-hand side and determining

new estimates for cy and x. Continue until both cy and x converge. For this

we do not need to know V̄ , but W will be determined up to a constant error

only. This procedure produces the optimal policy functions cy and x, but not

immediately the optimal value for V̄ . To determine this you need to simulate

paths for the state of the economy (ω, s) using the derived optimal policy

functions.

A second solution technique uses the fact that st merely summarizes the rel-

evant informational content of the infinite history of realised exogenous states

of the world, (ωt−1, ωt−2, ...) in addition to ωt. Conditioning the young’s con-

sumption and the central planner’s transfer at time t first on ωt only, then on

ωt and ωt−1, etc., leads to a converging sequence of policy functions and utility

levels. I will refer to this solution technique as the direct solution technique

since it immediately provides an estimate of the associated unconditional ex-

pected utility, V̄ . Denote the set of differentK-histories byHK and the number

of elements in Ω byM . Now HK hasMK elements, i.e. there areMK different

K-histories. Conditioning on the last K states of the world only means opti-

mally choosing the young’s consumption and the central planner’s transfer for
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all different K-histories:

V̄ K = max
cy,K(h),xK(h),h∈HK

X
h∈HK

X
h+∈HK

[P
¡
ht = h, ht+1 = h+

¢
(4.19)¡

u
¡
cy,K (h)

¢
+ βu

¡
st+1 + xK

¡
h+
¢¢¢
]

st+1 =
£
Y (h)− xK (h)− cy,K (h)

¤
R
¡
h+
¢

(4.20)

In Sections 4 and 5 we will see that for the chosen model parameter values

the sequence V̄ 1, V̄ 2,V̄ 3, ... converges rapidly in the sense that values do not

change after two to four steps in the reported precision.

In Sections 4 and 5 I will choose a grid for the iterative solution technique

and a K for the direct solution technique. For the choices made the optimal

policy functions of the two techniques are very close to each other and the asso-

ciated unconditional expected utility levels are equal in the reported precision.

The reason to use both techniques is that they both have their unique advan-

tages. The iterative solution technique provides policy functions for all states

of the economy (ω, s), including out of equilibrium states. This greatly en-

hances the interpretation and presentation of the solution. The direct solution

technique is much faster because it can use gradient and Hessian information.

It is able to shed light on the question to what extent historical realised states

of the world should influence the optimal consumption and transfer today.

Put differently, it makes clear over how many generations labor income and

capital return shocks are effectively spread. Moreover, it is capable handling

an extended version of the model with an incentive constraint for the young.

This is practically impossible with the iterative solution technique because no

gradient information can be used.

4.3 Calibration

I interpret one period in the model to correspond to 20 years in real life. I

estimate the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of skewness for the log

capital return using data on stocks. I use a broad index comprising all NYSE,

AMEX and NASDAQ firms over 1927 to 2003.4 Moreover I have data on the

4The author would like to thank Kenneth R. French for making this data available at his
website.
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short nominal interest rate and the Consumer Price Index. Following Fama

and French (2002), amongst others, I believe that the equity premium is lower

than the realized premium when measured over the given sample period. While

the realised excess (simple, yearly) return in the data is 8.25%, I set the equity

premium at 4.00%. I therefore deduct 4.25% from the realised real equity return

to create a corrected series for the real equity return. As discussed in Section

2, I assume independent identically distributed capital returns. I generate a

large series of 20-year log returns with a bootstrap procedure. Specifically, each

20-year log return is the sum of 20 randomly chosen yearly log returns. For

comparison I also report figures for yearly log stock returns. The yearly mean

log stock return is 2.34%, and the mean 20-year log stock return is 47%. Since

log stock returns add up this is just 20 times the yearly mean log stock return.

The standard deviation for the yearly log stock return is 22%, while as for the

20-year log stock return it is
√
20 times bigger at 97%. For the coefficient of

skewness I find a large negative −0.71 for the yearly log stock returns. Due to
the manifestation of the Central Limit Theorem it is a much smaller −0.14 for
the 20-year log stock return.

I calibrate the labor income process to US GNP per capita data. To this

end I simulate from Diebold and Senhadji’s (1996) estimated best-fitted trend-

stationary model for the log annual US GNP per capita using data from 1869

to 1993.5

yt = −1.07 + 0.0031t+ 1.33yt−1 − 0.51yt−2 + εt (4.21)

where εt is iid with zero mean and standard deviation σε = 0.043. I will

assume εt is normal. Since I focus on stationary processes, I abstract from

the deterministic trend. Moreover, the results I report will not depend on the

unconditional mean log labor income. This is a direct consequence of the well-

known separability of wealth in a power utility framework. Using Monte Carlo

simulation I generate a large series of 20-year (detrended) log labor income, and

for comparison also a large series of 1-year (detrended) log labor income. For

the autocorrelation in the 1-year log labor income I find a considerable 0.88,

but for the 20-year log labor income it is only 0.04. The standard deviation

5In fact, they use two different assumptions regarding the pre-1929 data. The assumptions
originate from Romer (1989) and Balke and Gordon (1989). I will report and use figures
based on data with Romer’s assumption only. With Balke and Gordon’s assumption I find
very similar estimates for my model parameters.
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for the 1-year log labor income is 0.11, and for the 20-years it is 0.05. Notice

that for labor income not the logs but the levels add up over time. This means

that the standard deviation of the labor income level when measured relative

to the mean decreases in period length and consequently that the standard

deviation of the log labor income decreases in period length.6 Without loss of

generality (in the power utility setting) I will normalise the labor income level

to one. In fact, the standard deviation of the normalised labor income level

approximately equals 0.11 for a one year period and 0.05 for a 20-year period

as well. I find a coefficient of skewness of 0.00 for the 1-year log labor income

and −0.02 for the 20-year log labor income.

Table XII. Calibrated model parameters

Panel A provides values for the first moments of the joint stochastic process for the

log capital return and the log labor income. Panel B provides the implied values for

the four-state Markov process as presented in Section 2.

Panel A Panel B

r̄ 0.47 RH 3.88

σr 0.96 RL 0.57

csr −0.16 p 0.54

ȳ 0.00 Y H 1.05

σy 0.05 Y L 0.95

csy −0.02 q 0.51

ρry 0.30 κ 0.35

ρrr− 0.00 λ 5.4 ∗ 10−3

ρyy− 0.04 μ 4.6 ∗ 10−3

Bohn (2003) provides estimates for the correlation between the log capital

return and the log labor income ranging from 0.16 to 0.69. In the base case

I choose 0.3, but I will provide comparative statics for different values. See

Table XII (Panel A) for an overview of the estimated moments of the joint log

process for capital return and labor income. Table XII (Panel B) provides the

implied model parameter values.

6For iid labor income the decrease would be a factor
√
20 ≈ 0.45, but due to the high

positive autocorrelation it is less.
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The subjective discount factor is set at β = 0.8. In Section 5 I assume there

is a risk free asset with a gross 20-year return of Rf = 1.13, which is based on

an average yearly 0.62% real return on three-months U.S.Treasury Bills over

the 1927 to 2003 period.

4.4 Optimal transfer policy without risk-free

asset

In this section I solve the model presented in section 2 when no risk free asset

is present. I use both the iterative and the direct solution technique.

4.4.1 The optimal transfer scheme

Figure VIII shows the optimal consumption as function of the old’s pre-transfer

wealth for different states of the world and a coefficient of relative risk aversion

(γ) of four. Panel A plots consumption for the young and Panel B for the old.

Lines correspond to the solution using the iterative solution technique. Points

correspond to the direct solution technique with K = 3.

I first discuss the lines in Figure VIII. The old generation may end up with

low pre-transfer wealth for various reasons. It may have received low labor

income or paid a high PAYG transfer when it was young. It may also have

received a low return on savings. As we can see in Panel B, the young provide

imperfect downside risk insurance to the old. Since cot = st + xt, the distance

to the diagonal gives the transfer from the young to the old. In particular,

we do not see perfect downside risk insurance in the sense that the transfer

equals the payoff of a protective put on the pre-transfer wealth. Such perfect

insurance would have resulted in a constant cot over the lower range of st.

The reason is that risk sharing with future generations is effectively limited to

generations not too far apart in time. Therefore, to maximize unconditional

expected utility it is optimal to let the old bear part of the risk on their invested

capital themselves. To see this point notice that for e.g. generation t − 2 to
pay generation t an amount z, generation t − 1 has to act as intermediary.
More precisely, generation t − 1 would have to prepay z when young, to be

compensated by receiving the opportunity cost Rtz when old. So this transfer
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reduces generation t− 2 his wealth when young by Rtz. In contrast, a transfer

from generation t − 1 to generation t − 2 would reduce generation t − 1 his
wealth when young just by z. In general, the further two generations are apart

in time, the more risk is born by the younger, paying, generation. I will further

illustrate this point when discussing Figure IX.

Another interesting point to notice is that the transfer does not only depend

on the old’s pre-transfer wealth (i.e. desirability of a transfer), but also on the

young’s labor income (affordability of a transfer). Ceteris paribus we see that

the transfer is lower when the young received low labor income. Also notice

from Panel B that for large st there is a zero transfer. This is a direct conse-

quence of restricting transfers to go from the young to the old (PAYG), and

therefore making sharing the upside potential of the old’s pre-transfer wealth

impossible. In Panel A we see the intuitive result that the young consume less

when they received low labor income or when they transferred much wealth to

the old.

Next I discuss the points in Figure VIII, which correspond to the direct

solution technique with K = 3. We have that cyt and xt depend on the last

three states of the world, i.e. (ωt, ωt−1, ωt−2). Therefore we have that st =¡
Y (ωt−1)− cyt−1 − xt−1

¢
R (ωt) and cot = st+xt depend on the past four states

of the world, i.e. (ωt, ωt−1, ωt−2, ωt−3). Figure I plots the solution for all 44 =

256 different 4-histories. I use different symbols for the four possible most recent

states of the world, ωt. Generally we see that results are very much in line

with the results obtained using the iterative solution technique. Theoretically

it is optimal for the central planner to condition his transfer on either the

endogenous st together with ωt or alternatively on infinite history of the state

of the world. Figure VIII provides a first illustration that conditioning on the

past few states of the world only provides a very good approximation of the

fully optimal transfer scheme. The points provide some information on the

distribution of the endogenous st under the transfer scheme, even though the

probability of occurrence differs across the 4-histories. First, after a low return

for the old there is always a strictly positive transfer. Perhaps more surprising

at first sight is that the transfer is often also strictly positive after a high return

for the old. The reason is that in the absence of a risk free asset even constant

transfers facilitate intergenerational risk sharing by substituting for the absent

risk free asset. In autarky a γ = 4 generation with a unit gross return risk free
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Figure VIII: Consumption as function of the old’s pre-transfer
wealth for different states of the world (γ = 4)
Lines correspond to the solution using the iterative solution technique. Points cor-
respond to the direct solution technique with K = 3.
Panel A: consumption for the young
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asset in the investment opportunity set would invest a positive amount in this

risk free asset. Second, we see transfers up to around 0.4 when Rt = RL. This

is a large value considering the labor income for the young is either 0.95 or

1.05.

Figure IX shows the wealth equivalence as a function of γ for transfers

conditional on different subsets of available information. Wealth equivalence,

W eq, is defined as the proportional increase in the young’s labor income under

autarky required to make the young equally well off as under the optimal

transfer scheme:

E [u (cy) + βu (co) |Y = Y (ω)] = E
£
u
¡
cyautarky

¢
+ βu

¡
coautarky

¢
|Y =W eqY (ω)

¤
(4.22)

The upper line corresponds to the situation where the central planner condi-

tions the transfer on the past three realised states of the world (K = 3). Graphs

forK > 3 are indistinguishable from theK = 3 graph, so the upper line can be

considered as showing the wealth equivalence associated with the fully optimal

transfer scheme. The wealth equivalence steeply increases with the coefficient

of relative risk aversion γ. For the log investor the gain is only 3%, while as for

the more risk averse γ = 7 investor it is 38%. The second-from-above, dashed,

line shows the wealth equivalence from conditioning on the past two realised

states of the world. The third-form-above, dot-dashed, line corresponds to the

wealth equivalence when conditioning on the single past realised state of the

world, ωt, only. We see that conditioning on ωt only captures already the most

of the wealth equivalent gain. Adding ωt−1 to the information conditioning set

increases the wealth equivalence somewhat. Further adding ωt−2 has almost

negligible effect on the wealth equivalence. This again illustrates that effec-

tively risk sharing is restricted to generations not too far apart in time. The

third-from-below, solid, line shows the wealth equivalence when only informa-

tion on the old’s capital return, Rt, is taken into account. It is close to the line

for ωt indicating that it is mainly the risk in the capital return that provides

valuable risk sharing possibilities. The second-from-below, dashed, line and

the lowest, dot-dashed, line correspond to the case where Yt respectively no

conditioning information is used by the central planner. The lines are almost

indistinguishable from each other and well above 1. This indicates that the

role of transfers to substitute for a risk free asset is important, but that there
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is little additional gain from the risk sharing contingent on the realised labor

income.

Table XIII presents the optimal transfer for γ = 4 when the transfer de-

pends on ωt, Rt, Yt and when it is a fixed amount. That is, it shows the optimal

contract associated with the wealth equivalence of the lower four lines in Figure

IX at γ = 4.

Table XIII. Transfers conditional on different subsets of available
information in different states of the world for γ = 4

xt= x (ωt) xt= x (Rt) xt= x (Yt) xt= x

Rt= RH , Y t= Y H 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.38

Rt= RH , Y t= Y L 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.38

Rt= RL, Y t= Y H 0.36 0.33 0.37 0.38

Rt= RL, Y t= Y L 0.32 0.33 0.38 0.38

As can be seen in the last two columns of Table XIII, the role of intergenera-

tional transfers to substitute for an absent risk free asset comprises of a transfer

of approximately 0.38. The transfer is slightly lower (0.37) after a high labor

income when it depends on the past labor income.7 This is due to the posi-

tive correlation between the capital return and the labor income. When the

transfer is conditional on the past return we see positive transfers after a low

return. This is consistent with the imperfect downside risk protection for the

old by the young. When the transfer is conditional on the past state of the

world, both the desirability of a transfer by the old and the affordability by

the young is taken into account. The highest transfer occurs after a low capital

return and a high labor income. Finally notice that transfers in the last two

columns are higher than in the first two. The reason is that risk is shared less

well resulting in a lower optimal investment in the risky asset and therefore

a higher optimal transfer (which basically substitutes for a missing risk free

asset).

Figure X presents the wealth equivalence for different 3-histories of the state

of the world for γ = 4. Wealth equivalence is defined similar to (4.22), but with

expectations taken conditional on the available information at time t. That is,
7The assumption of a constant PAYG tax rate, like in De Menil and Sheshinsky (2004),

is a special case of xt = x (Yt).
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Figure IX: Wealth equivalence as function of γ for transfers condi-
tional on different subsets of available information
Results for the direct solution technique
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for all 3-histories (ωt, ωt−1, ωt−2), 43 = 64 in total, the wealth equivalence is

determined for the young generation at time t. We see that the transfer scheme

is most welfare improving for the young after a high return for the old. In this

case they have to transfer little wealth to the old while having some downside

risk protection on their savings when they are old themselves. This particularly

holds when in addition the young received low labor income, represented by

the squares in Figure X. The transfer scheme is less welfare improving for

the young when the old realised a low return on savings and a large transfer is

called for. Still we see that the wealth equivalence is greater than 1 irrespective

of the circumstances when young. I will show in Subsection 4.3 that this holds

for all but very low degrees of risk aversion.

4.4.2 Determinants of the utility gain

The second column of Table X shows the wealth equivalent gain when the input

parameter given in the first column is changed for a γ = 4 investor. Results

are obtained using either the iterative solution technique or the direct solution

technique for K ≥ 3. The third column presents the change in the wealth

equivalent gain relative to the wealth equivalent gain in the base case, being

32.88%. First focus on Panel A. Parameter values 10% larger than in the base

case are considered. As is clear for from the table, the standard deviation on

the capital return is an important determinant of the wealth equivalent gain.

The higher it is, the bigger the potential for intergenerational risk sharing, the

larger the wealth equivalent gain. The mean capital return is also important.

The larger r̄, the smaller the role of the central planner to substitute for a

risk free asset with unit gross return. The risk in labor income is too small in

my calibration to play an important role. The subjective discount factor plays

only a minor role as well when utility is evaluated relative to autarky with the

same β. This is comforting given that choosing a value for β is not trivial.
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Table XIV.Wealth equivalent gain with alternative parameter values
for γ = 4

Results are based on either the iterative solution technique or the direct solution

technique with K ≥ 3. The wealth equivalent (weq) gain in the base case equals
32.88%.

Panel A: 10% increase in r̄, σr, σy and β

10% increase in weq gain % change wrt base case

mean log risky ret. r̄ 30.64% −6.81%
st. dev. log risky ret. σr 40.56% 23.36%

st. dev. log labor inc. σy 32.83% −0.15%
subjective discount rate β 33.28% 1.22%

Panel B: zero value for csr, csy, ρyy− and ρry

zero value for weq gain % change wrt base case

coef. skewness log risky ret. csr 28.61% −12.99%
coef. skewness log labor inc. csy 32.88% 0.00%

autocorr. log labor inc. ρyy− 32.90% 0.06%

corr. log risky ret. and log labor inc. ρry 33.96% 3.28%

In Panel B I show the input parameters for which I consider a zero value

the most interesting alternative specification. We see that in particular the

skewness of the capital return is important. The wealth equivalent gain in the

presence of negative skewness in the capital return is considerably higher than

without skewness. This is intuitive considering the PAYG transfers provides

a means to share downside risk on the old’s saving and the concavity of the

utility function u. The skewness and autocorrelation in labor income are of

negligible importance. This is a direct consequence of the labor income being

relatively little risky in the calibration. Finally, notice that changing the cor-

relation between the log capital return and the log labor income from 0.3 in

the base case to 0 increases the wealth equivalent gain. In general the smaller

this correlation the larger are the intergenerational risk sharing possibilities.

However, again because labor income is not very risky in my calibration the

increase in the wealth equivalent gain is only 3.28%.
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4.4.3 Adding an incentive constraint for the young

Up to now the only restriction on transfers was that they are in the direc-

tion from the young to the old, i.e. x ≥ 0. In this Subsection I investigate

the additional restriction that the young are at least as well off in expected

utility terms under the transfer scheme than under autarky for all states of

the economy. Notice that the old are always at least as well off in expected

utility terms because x ≥ 0. In fact, it is straightforward to show that transfer
schemes that satisfy the two restrictions are exactly those that are sustainable

as a subgame-perfect equilibrium.8 By imposing an incentive constraint for the

young the implementation of the transfer scheme will be enhanced. I consider

this a first step towards more advanced modeling of the political voting system.

To summarize, the transfer scheme should be such that the young voluntarily

decide to cooperate knowing their realised labor income and the old’s realised

capital return. This is quite a large information set to use for the decision and

will therefore result in a conservative estimate for the wealth equivalent gain.9

As was clear from Figure X, cooperation is not an issue for γ = 4. In fact

for my parameter values it is only an issue for investors with low risk aversion.

Table XV shows the wealth equivalent gain for when the only restriction on

transfer is x ≥ 0 and for when we have the additional incentive constraint.

For γ = 2.5 and higher cooperation is satisfied in the first-best solution and

the wealth equivalent gains are therefore equal. On the other hand, for the

log investor the whole transfer scheme collapses in the sense that only the

zero transfer scheme satisfies both the x ≥ 0 and the cooperation restriction.
To understand why especially for low γ cooperation is an issue, recall that in

the absence of a risk free asset the intergenerational transfers serve dual pur-

poses. The transfer can be considered as being the sum of a zero-mean, state-

dependent component and a constant component. The first provides downside

risk insurance to the old on their savings and the second substitutes for the

missing risk free asset. A young generation might anticipate that the state-

dependent component of the transfer is a bad deal given his information, but

8See e.g. Rangel (2003) for a treatment of subgame-perfect equilibria with intergenera-
tional transfers in a non-stochastic setting.

9Ideally one would like to have a model with more than two periods. However, this involves
such an increase in the computational burden that it can only be handled by simplyfying
the stochastic environment considerably.
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still rationally choose to cooperate due to the substitution component. How-

ever, for low risk aversion the substitution component is not very important.

See e.g. the lowest line in Figure IX, which shows that the wealth equivalence

with a fixed transfer is close to one for low γ. This causes the first-best state-

contingent risk sharing to be unsustainable when cooperation in the defined

manner is required.

Table XV. Wealth equivalent gain with and without additional in-
centive constraint for the young

γ weq gain weq gain (cooperation)

1 3.34% 0.00%

1.5 10.61% 9.06%

2.0 17.31% 17.30%

2.5 23.23% 23.23%

γ = 1.5 is an intermediate case. As can be deducted from Table XV, 89%

of the wealth equivalent gain under first-best solution can be attained with

the cooperation restriction. Figure XI shows the wealth equivalence for the

different 3-histories of the state of the world for the γ = 1.5 investor without

(Panel A) and with (Panel B) the additional incentive constraint for the young.

Notice in Panel A that the transfer scheme is a bad deal for young generations

when the old realised a low return on capital. Under the first-best transfer

scheme they transfer a substantial amount to the old. They might not receive

such a large transfer themselves when they are old, because they might realise a

high capital return themselves. In Panel B we see that exactly the generations

in this situation when young are made just as well off, i.e. a wealth equivalence

of 1. This generally does not mean however that the transfer is zero for them.

They just get a better deal compared to Panel A to make them indifferent

with respect to cooperation.

4.5 Introduction of a risk-free asset

In section 4 we have seen that in the absence of a risk free asset the intergen-

erational transfers serve dual purposes. They provide downside risk insurance
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Figure XI: Wealth equivalence for different 3-histories of the state
of the world (γ = 1.5)
Results for the direct solution technique with K = 3.
Panel A: main model
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to the old on their savings and they substitute for the absent risk free as-

set. In this section I investigate optimal intergenerational risk sharing when a

risk free asset (in real terms) is present. As shown by Campbell and Viceira

(2002) nominal bonds are quite risky at such horizons and inflation-indexed

assets might not be available at a reasonable price. However, the markets for

inflation-indexed products might further develop in the future and this analysis

explores the implications for intergenerational risk sharing.

As in section 2 I assume that the central planner can credibly commit to

transfers in terms of the history of exogenous states of the world. This means

that there is no conflict of interest between the young and the central planner

regarding the young’s consumption and asset allocation choice. So equivalently

the central planner sets not only transfers, but also the young’s consumption

and asset allocation. Denoting the fraction allocated to the risky asset by α,

(4.6) becomes

V̄ = max
cy(ω,s),x(ω,s),

α(ω,s),
ω∈Ω,s≥0

E [u {cy (ωt, st)}+ βu {st+1 + x (ωt+1, st+1)}] (4.23)

st+1 = [Y (ωt)− x (ωt, st)− cy (ωt, st)] (4.24)

[α (ωt, st)R (ωt+1) + (1− α (ωt, st))Rf ]

I will assume no short-sale possibilities for either asset, so we have α ∈ [0, 1].

4.5.1 The optimal transfer scheme

Figure XII shows the model solution for γ = 4 in a similar manner as Figure

VIII did for the case where a risk free asset was absent. Panel A and B show

consumption for the young and old respectively as a function of the old’s

pre-transfer wealth. Panel C shows the fraction invested in the risky asset as

function of the old’s pre-transfer wealth. As in Figure VIII, points correspond

to the direct solution technique and the solid and dashed lines correspond to

the iterative solution technique. Also depicted in Panel C as dot-dashed line is

the autarkian risky asset allocation which by the scale independency of power

utility is state independent.

Qualitatively both the young and old’s consumption look similar to con-

sumption in the absence of a risk free asset. Again the young provide imperfect
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Figure XII: Consumption as function of the old’s pre-transfer wealth
for different states of the world (γ = 4)
Lines correspond to the solution using the iterative solution technique. Points cor-
respond to direct solution technique with K = 3.
Panel A: consumption for the young
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Panel C: allocation for the young
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Figure XIII: Wealth equivalence as function of γ for transfers con-
ditional on different subsets of available information
Results for the direct solution technique with K = 3
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downside risk insurance to the old. Again the central planner takes into ac-

count both the desirability for the old (i.e. value for st) and the affordability for

the young (i.e. value for Yt). As before, in Panel B of Figure XII, the transfer

is given by the vertical distance to the diagonal. For a given value for the old’s

pre-transfer wealth, st, the size of the transfer is very similar to the size in the

absence of a risk free asset as depicted in Panel B of Figure VIII. However, with

a risk free asset low values for st occur less often and therefore nonzero trans-

fers occur less often and transfers are smaller conditional on being nonzero. So

with a risk free asset the old are provided very similar downside risk protection

by the young, but they need it less often.

Now focus on Figure XII, Panel C. First consider the young’s optimal risky

asset allocation when they transferred zero wealth to the old. This is for st
more than approximately 0.7. Risk taking is larger than under autarky because

the young will receive some downside risk protection when they are old. It is

particular large when the young received low labor income since downside risk

protection is means tested. This also explains why risk taking is even larger

when st is less than 0.7 and the young transferred a nonzero amount to the

old.

Figure XIII plots wealth equivalence as a function of γ for different condi-

tioning information sets. The upper line corresponds to the situation where the

central planner conditions the transfer on the past three realised states of the

world (K = 3). Graphs for K > 3 are indistinguishable from the K = 3 graph,

so the upper line can be considered as showing the wealth equivalence associ-

ated with the fully optimal transfer scheme. In contrast to Figure IX, which

is the counterpart of Figure XIII when no risk free asset is present, wealth

equivalence is hump-shaped in γ. For low γ, the non-negativity constraint on

the risk free asset, i.e. α ≤ 1, is binding in most states of the world. This means
that in this range for γ the wealth equivalence is increasing in γ because the

benefits from sharing risk are higher for a higher degree of risk aversion. For

yet higher γ the non-negativity constraint on the risk free asset is not binding

and the risky asset allocation decreases in γ. This means that the risk sharing

potential decreases in γ and therefore the wealth equivalence decreases in γ.

The second-from-above, dashed, line and the third-from-above, dot-dashed

line, correspond to the situation where the transfer is conditional on the past

two respectively one state of the world. The two lines are quite far apart indi-
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cating that in the presence of a risk free asset a relatively large part of the gains

are effectively due to risk sharing between non-subsequent generations. As in

Figure IX, conditioning on the past return only implies values close to those

realised when conditioning on the past state of the world. This again illustrates

that mainly capital risk is shared intergenerationally for my parameter values.

Finally notice in Figure XIII that I did not add the wealth equivalence for

xt = x (Yt) and xt = x, as I did in Figure IX. The reason is that they coincide

with the horizontal axis. When a risk free asset with gross return greater or

equal to one is present, the substitution role for intergenerational transfers

disappears.

4.5.2 Determinants of the utility gain

In the second column of Table XVI I present the wealth equivalent gain when

the input parameter given in the first column is changed for a γ = 4 investor.

Results are obtained using either the iterative solution technique or the direct

solution technique for K ≥ 3. The third column presents the change in the
wealth equivalent gain relative to the wealth equivalent gain in the base case,

being 5.14%. First focus on Panel A. Parameter values 10% larger than in the

base case are considered. Again the mean capital return is important. In con-

trast to Table XIV where the substitution role of transfers figured prominently,

now the larger r̄, the larger the allocation to the risky asset, the larger the role

of the central planner to facilitate intergenerational risk sharing by providing

downside risk insurance. Also the standard deviation on the capital return af-

fects the wealth equivalent gain considerably. The higher it is, the lower the

risky asset allocation but also the larger the potential of intergenerational risk

sharing for a given allocation. Per saldo we see that the larger the standard

deviation on the capital return, the larger the wealth equivalent gain. Again

the risk in labor income is too small in my calibration to play an important

role and also the subjective discount factor β plays only a minor role. The

effect of an increase in the risk free rate rf is opposite to that of an increase

in r̄. The higher it is, the smaller the allocation to the risky asset, the smaller

the wealth equivalent gain.
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Table XVI. Wealth equivalent gain with alternative parameter values
for γ = 4
Results are based on either the iterative solution technique or the direct solution

technique with K ≥ 3. The wealth equivalent (weq) gain in the base case equals
5.14%.

Panel A: 10% increase in r̄, σr, σy, β and rf= log (Rf)

10% increase in weq gain % change wrt base case

mean log risky ret. r̄ 5.53% 7.59%

st. dev. log risky ret. σr 5.38% 4.67%

st. dev. log labor inc. σy 5.14% 0.00%

subjective discount rate β 5.18% 0.78%

log risk free rate rf= log (Rf) 4.79% −6.81%

Panel B: zero value for csr, csy, ρyy− and ρry
zero value for weq gain % change wrt base case

coef. skewness log risky ret. csr 4.84% −5.84%
coef. skewness log labor inc. csy 5.14% 0.00%

autocorr. log labor inc. ρyy− 5.16% −0.39%
corr. log risky ret. and log labor inc. ρry 5.72% 11.28%

In Panel B I show the input parameter for which I consider a zero value as al-

ternative specification the most interesting. The skewness of the capital return

is important. As in the case without risk free asset, the wealth equivalent gain

in the presence of negative skewness in the capital return is considerably higher

than without skewness. The skewness and autocorrelation in labor income are

of negligible importance. Finally, notice that changing the correlation between

the log capital return and the log labor income from 0.3 in the base case to 0

increases the wealth equivalent gain by 11.28%.

4.5.3 Adding an incentive constraint for the young

Again I discuss the impact of adding an incentive constraint for the young.

That is, the transfer scheme must be such that the young generation would

voluntarily choose cooperation over autarky. In the absence of a risk free asset

we saw that a young generation might anticipate that the transfer called for
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by the downside risk insurance component of the transfer scheme is a bad deal

given the state of the economy, but still rationally chooses to cooperate due

to the substitution component. Only for very low risk aversion the substitu-

tion role was too unimportant to sustain the first-best transfer scheme in an

incentive compatible setting.

In the presence of a risk free asset the incentive constraint has a larger

impact. In fact, the transfer scheme collapses to the zero-transfer scheme for all

γ. So for downside risk insurance to be sustainable in an incentive compatible

setting of the kind introduced, it is crucial whether intergenerational transfers

also play a role as substitute for a missing risk free asset.

4.6 Concluding remarks

I used a stylized two-period overlapping-generations model to investigate in-

tergenerational risk sharing. I calibrated the model parameters to U.S. data.

Some important features of the optimal intergenerational transfer scheme were

identified. The young generation provides imperfect downside risk insurance to

the old on their savings. The size of the transfers and the associated utility gain

depend heavily on the capital return risk and not so much on the labor income

risk. An implication for Social Security design is that to exploit intergenera-

tional risk sharing to the fullest the transfer and therefore the Social Security

payment should not so much depend on the labor income of the workers, but

should optimally take into account the return the retirees have made on their

retirement savings (for example measured as the return on a world index).

Furthermore, whether a risk free asset is present or not is found to be

crucial for two reasons. First, when not present the transfers substitute for the

missing risk free asset. Second, when not present cooperation by the young

is only a minor issue. When present, imposing an incentive constraint for the

young leads to the collapse of the transfer scheme to the zero scheme. That

is, for the fully optimal state-contingent transfer scheme to be sustainable

in an incentive compatible setting of the kind introduced, it is crucial that

the transfers also play the role of substitute for a missing risk free asset. A

natural and important question that arises is to what extent a risk free asset

is present in the free market. For this it is important to stress that in this
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set-up this represents a long-term investment (say 20 years) that provides a

fixed real return (i.e. inflation corrected). Nominal bonds do not qualify for

such an asset and inflation-indexed bond markets are just recently starting to

develop. Further maturing of the inflation-indexed bond markets will depend

on the inflationary policy of the government. A practical implication is that

inflationary policy and Social Security policy are related and should therefore

be considered simultaneously. I consider the impact of the political system on

the sustainability of transfer schemes an important topic for future research.

The analysis on the impact of an incentive constraint for the young in this

paper is a first step in this direction.

The model developed in this chapter could be extended to investigate some

related interesting issues. Depending on the particular extension one of the two

presented solution techniques might be more suitable than the other. The iter-

ative solution technique is suitable to analyse a closed economy where transfers

influence future labor income and capital return. It is also suitable to inves-

tigate optimal out-of-equilibrium transfers, which is relevant for initiating the

transfer scheme. On the other hand the direct solution technique might be

better for handling issues related with cooperation, like the impact of investor

heterogeneity on the optimal incentive compatible transfer scheme.
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Samenvatting (Summary in
Dutch)

Deze dissertatie behandelt de opitmale finaniciële beslissingen voor een be-

legger of huishouden. Optimaal betekent hier dat de focus van de analyse

normatief is. Dit neemt niet weg dat een gedegen empirische analyse wordt

uitgevoerd om een realistische uitgangssituatie te verkrijgen. Met name wordt

er veel aandacht besteed aan historisch rendement en risico op verschillende

financiële beleggingen.

Een groot deel van de economische literatuur die zich bezig houdt met

optimale financiële beslissingen voor huishoudens is gefocust op de optimale

financiële portefeuille. Echter, voor veel huishoudens is het huis de grootste

bezitting en de hypotheek op het huis de grootste schuld. Hoofdstukken twee

en drie behandelen optimale financiële beslissingen waarbij het huis een cen-

trale rol speelt. In deze hoofdstukken wordt ingegaan op vragen als: wanneer is

het beter te huren; wanneer is het juist beter je huis te bezitten; hoe hangt de

optimale financiële portefeuille keuze van de huiskeuze af; wat voor hypotheek

past het best bij een bepaalde levensfase of risicoprofiel; en hoe kun je het

best prijsrisico op het huis hedgen? Bij een dergelijke analyse dient rekening

gehouden te worden met het feit dat een huis in verschillende opzichten afwijkt

van een puur financiële belegging. Ten eerste is een huis niet alleen een beleg-

ging, maar ook een consumptie goed. Dat wil zeggen, een huiseigenaar ontleent

nut aan het bezit van het huis omdat het woongenot verschaft. Ten tweede is

een huis een relatief illiquide belegging. Bij het verhuizen van een woonhuis

naar een ander wordenmeestal de nodige transactie kosten gemaakt. Ten derde,

een woonhuis kan als onderpand dienen voor een lening. Een dergelijke lening

wordt hypotheek lening genoemd. In Nederland kan vaak een hypotheek ter
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grootte van de waarde van het huis of meer worden afgesloten. Mijn analyse is

meer gefocust op de situatie in de Verenigde Staten, waar een substantiële aan-

betaling op het huis gedaan moet worden. Ten vierde, de jaarlijkse woonkosten

zijn doorgaans lager voor een huisbezitter dan voor een huurder. Een belan-

grijke reden hiervoor is dat huurders vaak minder zuinig met het huis omgaan

dan huisbezitters (moral hazard), wat tot een hoge huurprijs leidt. Een andere

reden is dat huizenbezit in veel landen gesubsidieerd wordt door de overheid.

In Nederland gebeurt dit bijvoorbeeld middels de hypotheekrente aftrek.

In hoofdstuk twee van deze dissertatie wordt de dynamische keuze tussen

aandelen en obligaties met verschillende duraties voor een huisbezitter ge-

analyseerd. Voor het speciale geval dat een huishouden geen arbeidsinkomen

ontvangt en onbeperkt short posities kan innemenen, leid ik een impliciete

uitdrukking af. Deze uitdrukking maakt duidelijk dat een huisbezitter ver-

schillende beweegredenen kan hebben om in risicovolle financiële producten te

beleggen, namelijk (i) het ontvangen van een risicopremie op de belegging, (ii)

het hedgen van renterisico, (iii) het hedgen van huisprijsrisico. Bovendien geeft

de uitdrukking inzicht hoe de optimale financiële portefeuille afhangt van de

grootte van het huis, de beleggingshorizon, en de risico aversie van de belegger.

Vervolgens gebruik ik deze inzichten om resultaten te interpreteren voor het re-

alistischer geval dat een huishouden slechts beperkt short posities kan innemen.

De totale short positie kan de grootte van het huis niet overstijgen. Bovendien

zijn alleen short posities in cash en lange termijn obligaties toegestaan, welke

geinterpreteerd worden als een variabele en vaste rentende hypotheek respec-

tievelijk. Een niet zo risico avers huishouden kiest voor een variabele rente op

de hypotheek, terwijl een meer risico avers huishouden een vaste rente prefer-

eert. In sommige gevallen wordt een combinatie van een variabele en een vaste

rente (hybride) hypotheek geprefereerd.

Vervolgens worden in hoofdstuk drie de optimale financiële beslissingen

van een huishouden in een meer algemene, dynamische setting geanalyseerd.

Een huishouden kiest de grootte van het huis en of het huurt of koopt. De

financiële beleggingen waaruit het huishouden kan kiezen zijn wederom aande-

len en obligaties met verschillende duraties, en een hypotheek wordt wederom

als een short positie in een obligatie gemodelleerd. Ten slotte bepaalt een

huishouden ook hoeveel het consumeert elke periode. Belangrijk, in hoofdstuk

drie wordt ook met stochastisch arbeidsinkomen rekening gehouden, waar-
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door optimale beslissingen aan de levenfase gerelateerd kunnen worden. De

belangrijkste bevindingen zijn de volgende. Aan het begin van de levenscyclus

heeft een huishouden weinig physiek kapitaal, maar veel human capital (con-

tante waarde toekomstig arbeidsinkomen). Er kan niet geleend worden met dit

human capital als onderpand, waardoor het huishouden initieel prefereert te

huren. Pas wanneer genoeg financieel vermogen is opgebouwd voor een aanbe-

taling, verhuist een huishouden naar een koophuis. Aan het einde van de leven-

scyclus kiest een huishouden er weer voor te huren, teneinde de aanbetaling te

kunnen consumeren. Jonge huiseigenaren kiezen een variabele rente hypotheek

en investeren hun finanicieel vermogen overwegend in aandelen. Rond de pen-

sioneringsleeftijd spelen obligaties een belangrijke rol, voornamelijk als hedge

tegen een veranderende reele rente. Een aggresief huishouden kiest een lange-

termijn obligaties en behoud een variabele rente hypotheek. Een meer risico

avers huishouden prefereert korte-termijn obligaties en stapt over op een hy-

bride hypotheek, zijnde een combinatie van een variabele en een vast rentende

hypotheek.

Hoofdstuk vier staat relatief los van de vorige hoofdstukken. Er wordt in-

gegaan op de rol die een centrale overheid kan spelen bij het risico manage-

ment van een huishouden. Sommige generaties zijn meer fortuinlijk dan an-

dere in de zin dat ze hoger arbeidsinkomen en hogere vermogensrendementen

ontvangen. Een overheid kan middels zijn pensioenstelsel of middels het op-

en afbouwen van overheidsschuld effectief intergenerationele geldstromen van

minder fortuinlijke generaties naar meer fortuinlijke generaties implementeren.

Dit leidt tot zogenoemde intergenerationele risicodeling, wat vanuit een ex-ante

perspectief voordelig kan zijn voor iedere generatie. In dit hoofdstuk laat ik

zien dat de optimale geldstromen dusdanig zijn dat de werkende generatie de

gepensioneerde generatie verzekerd tegen onverwachts lage rendementen op

het pensioenvermogen. Ik laat ook zien dat "Pay-As-You-Go" geldstromen een

belangrijke rol kunnen spelen bij het substitueren voor een lange termijn risi-

covrije belegging, wanneer deze in de finaciële markten niet, of slechts tegen

een onvoordelige prijs, voorhanden is.
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